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Candidates for district
judge present their cases
Incumbent Carroll, challengers
Hutchens, Roos address plans,
qualifications at CrimeStoppers

MICHAEL DANN.Ledge( & Times Photo

Billy Kennedy talks Wednesday at a news conference after being named Murray State's
new men's basketball coach. Kennedy joins a team that won the Ohio Valley Conference
title last season and finished 24-7.

Fans happy with
Racers' hoops hire
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Billy Kennedy hasn't seen much of Murray
since he came Tuesday from Miami, Fla.. to be
interviewed for the Murray State basketball
coach job. The sand and sun are much farther
away and the pace is much slower, but he's
glad to be here.
And Racer fans are glad to have him.
Long-time supporter Jim Frank — who
played for MS15 from 1946-49 — said the
search committee did its homework. Frank was
among the crowd that packed Regional Special
Events Center's Murray Room on Wednesday
for Kennedy's formal introduction as head
coach to the university and community.
Most impressive, Frank said, was
Kennedy's experience. Most recently an assistant at Miami, Kennedy, a New Orleans native,
has been the head coach at Centenary College
in Shreveport, La., and Southeastern Louisiana
after serving as an assistant at Tulane, New
Orleans, Northwestern State, Wyoming, Texas

A&M,Creighton and California.
"He's been at a number of different universities. He's picked up a great deal of experience
as a result of that," Frank said. "I think he
brings to the table what it takes to continue the
winning tradition."
Wearing the same suit — complete with a
blue and gold tie — that dressed him during his
interview a day earlier, Kennedy said during
his comments Wednesday that past two days
had been an emotional buzz. His move is about
more than basketball as he said he and his wife.
Mary, and their four children will join him soon
and become part of the Murray community.
"He'll be a great asset to Murray State,MSU interim President Dr. Kern Alexander
said. "I am confident he will build on an
already strong program because he has experience to do so. I am confident he will be here
awhile."
Some fans hope so.

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Jeanne Carroll, Amy Roos
and Randy Hutchens all have
spent considerable amounts of
time in Calloway District Court.
But come November, only one
of them will be entitled to the
bench. Carroll, the 36-year-old
incumbent district judge, faces
competition from former county
attorney Randy
Hutchens and
lawyer Amy
Roos.
in
"I'm
good company
in my race,"
Carroll said
during
Murray Carroll
Calloway
County
CrimeStoppers' monthly meeting Wednesday at Pagliai's."Mr.
Hutchens and Ms. Roos are
good attorneys who are in my
court often."
The three will face each other
on the May 16 primary ballot.
The top two vote-getters will
move onto the November ballot
in hopes of a four-year term handling misdemeanor criminal
charges, juvenile court and traffic violations.
Since taking the bench at the
beginning of 2003, Carroll said
she has tried to pay particular
attention to juvenile crime. She
implemented •curfews, drug
screening and requirements

•See Page 2A

Red Cross trainees consider
volunteer work 'duty,' calling'
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Why are some people willing
to leave their own home and
family in time of disaster to join
an American Red Cross team
helping a neighbor less fortunate? Ask Darryl and Joyce
Rezac, who volunteered to participate in a Disaster Services
Program provided by the
Calloway County Chapter of
the American Red Cross at the
Weak's Community Center

Wednesday morning.
They will tell you that seeing
other people in need and being
willing to respond is a duty and
a calling.
"My first step was the tsunami that hit and seeing all that
devastation on TV," said Darryl
Rezac. "It made me really feel
that I needed to do for other people that are really in need. Other
than that, it's the Jesus thing to
do. I'm Christian and I believe
that what Jesus would want me
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and nephews. She said she has
been trained in the juvetule drug
court program both under former district judge Leslie
Furches and Carroll.
"I am very
proud of the
and
nieces
nephews
have and I
want to make
this a safe
community for
them and other
Roos
kids,"
Roos
said.
And she wants to do that in a
professional environment. "Our
court system is most effective
when our prosecutors are doing
their job, the defense is doing
their job and the judge is the
judge." .she said.
With 22 years as an attorney
with what he calls substamia!
trial experience. Hutchens listed
qualities necessary for the job. A
judge should have proven legal
ability and competence to apply,
understand and
follow the law:
life experience
and maturity to
understand the
problems of
everyday life
in order to
laws
apply
and Hutchens
fairly:
to
integrity
apply the law equal!
He elaborated with his experience as a former county attorney, special domestic relations
commission, former master
commission and certified mediator training.
Recently he's been represent-

about ' with whom offenders
could associate — all hoping to
break the cycle and prevent
juvenile crime from turning into
adult crime down the road. With
that came continued emphasis
on the pilot juvenile drug court.
. "Back in the day, when I was
a kid, it was just drinking and
horsing around," Carroll said.
"Now, the kids in juvenile court
have tried everything. They've
tried meth. They'll take any pill
you give them."
Speaking to a predominantly
law enforcement crowd, Carroll
reminded her colleagues of the
times she's signed their search
warrants at late-night hours. "I
have made myself available and
I will continue to," she said.
Roos. 39, brings a regional
perspective to the field as she
has done work not only ,in
Calloway but also Graves and
Marshall courts as a public
defender. The Murray native and
University of Louisville law
school graduate returned to her
hometown after practicing three
years in Somerset.
Since then, her experience
includes time working as a stateappointed guardian ad litem in
juvenile dependency. neglect
and abuse cases as well as a
criminal defene attorney,
public
contract
including
defender work, on juvenile and
adult misdemeanor and felony
cases.
With two sisters who- are
married, Roos has five nieces •See Page 2A

Finishing
touch put
on 2006
Ky. session

By The Associated Press
FRANKFORT. Ky. (API —
Having wrapped up most of
business,
pressing
their
Kentucky lawmakers tended to a
matters
unresolved
to do is to help others in need.- few
completing
before
Wednesday
"It's
agrees.
Joyce,
wife,
His
just that God has been good to their 2006 session and 'heading
us and we're trying to give back home after 3 1/2 months of
something," she said. "He's work.
On their 60th, and by constiblessed us and we just want to
tution, final day of the session
help."
Although he is willing to help much of the focus was on tax
right here at home. Rezac says relief for businesses. Ultimately,
he wants to learn as much as the House and Senate were
possible so he can do more to unable to compromise, and had
help those in need wherever they to rely on a backup plan written
into the state budget that passed
may be.
"The more we know in Red earlier in the week.
A scary moment put the tax
Cross, the more diversified we
are," he said. "That's what I'd negotiations on hold temporarily
like to do and someday, maybe, when a key legislator became ill
go international instead of just and was rushed to the hospital.
State Rep. Harry Moberly. Dlocally."
The Rezacs participated in Richmond, was wheeled out of
DAT (Disaster Action Team) the state Capitol on a gurney
training with several other vol- Wednesday night and taken to
unteers during classes scheduled Central Baptist Hospital in
for completion today. The focus Lexington after complaining of
of the training concerns per- chest pains.
Moberly, 55. appeared alert.
damage
property
forming

III See Page 2A

TOM BERRYtedger & Times Photo

EASTER STORY: Jill Herndon as Mary sings to her son
Jesus, portrayed by Jared Henderson, concerning his
calling and suffering during a dress rehearsal for the
Westside Baptist Church choir's upcoming Easter musical at the church Wednesday night. The spectacular will
feature period costumes, lots of singing, and short plays
from the Biblical story; complete with animals. The performances will be 7:30 p.m. Friday and 7:30 p.m.
Sunday at the church.

II See Page 3A
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PoliceFireSherifflogs
Murray Police Department
• David Caldwell. 41, of Almo, was arrested for fourth-degree
assault and violation of an emergency protective order after a
domestic dispute was reported at 301 Pine tt. at 8A1 p.m.
Tuesday.
• A hit-and-run accident was reported at the Calloway County
Judicial Building at 3:11 p.m. Wednesday.
• A burglary was reported at 1732 Brooklyn Drive at 4:56 p.m.
Wednesday.
• A theft was reported at 502 Vine St. at 8:36 p.m. Wednesday.
•A burglary was reported at 8:46 p.m. Wednesday at J&J Apt. 11.
• A subject was causing a disturbance at AmeriHost Inn at 12.30
a.m. Thursday.
Murray Fire Department
• A brush fire was reported on River Road at 1:31 a.m.
Wednesday.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• A trash can was reported stolen from Rockville Lane at 1024
a.m. Tuesday.
• An injury crash was reported at 4:39 p.m. Tuesday on Ky. 121
South. A car was in the ditch. EMS, Murray Fire Department and
Calloway County Fire-Rescue were notified.
• A caller from Murray Paris Road said people were shooting rifles
at 5:38 p.m. Tuesday. The caller worried children would get hurt
because the shots were landing on the porch.
• A hit-and-run accident was reported at 1026 p.m. Tuesday at
Wildcat Beach boat ramp. The caller said someone hit a boat
trailer earlier in the day.
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times Photo
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
Billy Kennedy takes the podium and addresses a large gathering of fans and well-wishers in the Murray Room of the Regional
and citations from various agencies.
Special Events Center Wednesday after being introduced as the new Murray State mens basketball coach.

Barren has $1.4M in tornado damage

•Coach ....
really think we've got a jewel," said
90-year-old Bob Farley who has supported
Kennedy stressed that defense wins the Racers faithfully since 1977. "He has
games. But he has an offensive plan too: had a lot of jobs, but he's had some awfully
Score in transition, or at least the first 10 good teams. He must still be on the up and
seconds of the shot clock. When he revealed up."
that plan to the basketball-minded crowd.
Ryne Rickman, a20-year-old sophomore
one woman toward the back said. "Thank from Benton, grew up a Murray State fan.
•
God."
The first impression tells him Kennedy will
Yes, fans are ready to see what 42-year- pick up where Mick Cronin left off with a
old Kennedy has on the sidelines.

From Front

team often called hard-nosed before returning to his alma mater Cincinnati as head
coach.
"He seems like a good guy. He seems like
he wants to work hard, not only having success on the court but also in the classroom,"
Rickman said. "I think that he will excel
here because he likes to play defense and
our players already know what it takes to
win championships."

GLASGOW, Ky.(AP) — Barren County officials said a state of
emergency has been declared for the area after a tornado did an estimated $1.4 million in damage.
County Judge-Executive Davie Greer said the tornado, ranked as
an F2 by the National Weather Service, destroyed some homes and
damaged others. Greer declared a local state of emergency to allow
the county to receive state funding for weather-related expenses.
Meanwhile, Hart County will receive $79,000 to help replace
telecommunication lines damaged in a 2005 tornado that hit the city
of Munfordville. The money comes from the Governor's Office for
Local Development's Community Emergency Relief Fund. Gov. Ernie Fletcher awarded the money on Tuesday.

•Red Cross ...
to go out and do damage assess- "Ready, Set. Roll" program
ments in disaster areas that are planned for this morning when
affected in Calloway County or volunteers learn to operate the
assessments following a crisis
that are important to homeown- Marshall County or whatever chapter's Emergency Response
ers affected by storms, flooding county it may be," West said, Vehicle that may be called upon
and other natural disasters in fil- pointing out that the forms go to travel to disaster sites -across
the Red Cross national office for the region.
ing insurance claims.
Dee Minter, instructor/faciliThe data collection effort assessment. "Hopefully our
performed by local Red Cross training will help them to fill out tator for the chapter. said she is
volunteers also provides impor- the forms and get them turned in always ready to help train voluntant basic information to the so (Red Cross officials) can teers that want to join the team
Federal
Emergency determine what the disaster has and is hoping the DAT team now
undergoing training will grow.
Management Agency in declar- done to the community."
"We'll teach just about anyOther aspects of this week's
ing a "disaster area." Bob West.
disaster director with the chap- training include learning emer- time, anywhere," she said, notter. said learning to accomplish gency shelter operations, the ing that rural Red Cross chapters
the mission and turning in the challenges of mass care, dealing usually consist of small numbers
proper paperwork is vital to sue- with families affected by a of volunteers and are in constant
tragedy and seeing that they get need of new faces. "As long as
t:essful relief operations.
"This training enables them the help they need, as well as the I'm available and someone
wants to learn something I'll be
there."
.
Calloway volunteers Edward
and Jan Erkman were among
The Calloway County Courthouse will he closed, beginning
those Wednesday who said they
at noon Friday, in observance of Good Friday, according to a
plan to "be there" with Minter to
help when needed. Jan Erkman
release.
said there are many reasons why
she signed up. hut the most
important one was giving hack
something to repay past kindness.
Find All of the Homes Listed
"We're retired military and
on the Multiple Listing Services
the Red Cross has always been
by going to:
there for us all the years we were
in the service," she said. "We
lust want to give back for all the
things they have done for us."
Erkman said she thought the
training provided by the Red
112 N. 12th • Murray • (270) 759-8780
BARBARA
Cross was well worth the time
,=•''
Member of Multiple Listing Service

From Front

Courthouse to close Fri.

Tired of Running Around?
campbellrealty.com

CAMPBELL REALTY

CAMPBELL

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times Photo

Dee Minter, standing at right, and Bob West. leaning at head
of table. instructors with the Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross, teach local volunteers what they need
to know about performing property damage assessment
reports following a disaster during class at the Weak's
Community Center Wednesday morning, The six-member volunteer class also trained this morning in the use of the chapter's emergency response vehicle.
spent and would recommend it
to anyone that wanted to find a
way to help others.
"I'd recommend it to anyone
... anytime," she said, noting that
some of her friends may be
interested in volunteering.
"We're involving several people. We've had some friends that
have come with us."
Director
Tori
Chapter
Daughrity said she is always
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looking for more that will serve
and that most are needed — not
so much to serve disaster survivors living on the Gulf Coast
or in .the Florida Keys — but
their own neighbors in their own
backyard.
"We really need more volunteers for right here in Calloway
County. That is our biggest need
right now," she said, noting that
the Red Cross is focused on

Holy Treasure Hunt
Come discover with your family the
Treasures about the Life of Jesus Christ
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organizing its chapters to meet
the need of each local community. "They want to get it to where
each community can take care of
itself for at least 72 hours before
they can bring people in."
Daughrity noted that entire
churches or members of civic
organizations may want to volunteer in a team effort.
"We need to get pockets of
our community trained," she
said. "If churches want to get
involved and have a good number of their people trained that
can handle their area, that is
what we need right here in
Calloway County."
For more information about
Red Cross volunteerism and
training, contact the Calloway
County Chapter of the American
Red Cross at 753-1421

•Judges ...
From Front
ing the Calloway County Fiscal
Court on a matter related to
whether Carroll properly qualified people as poor. according to
state law, in disability heatings
held to decide whether someone
needs a guardian. Calloway
County Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins believes the county has
been paying more than what the
law requires them to pay for
low-income people who acquire
evaluation and legal costs in the
disability process.
"My effectiveness as county
attorney i,s reflected because the
county continues to hire me
when there are special legal
issues." Hutchens said.
Hutchens. 46, and his wife.
Judy. have seven children
between them.
"You need to have an understanding of what typical problems the average person has," he
said. "... If I proved anything
when I was county attorney, I
treated everyone equally and
fairly — no matter their means
or their family background. That
shouldn't determine what happens to someone."
If elected. Hutchens said
he'll bring some things he
learned in his four years as
county attorney to the bench.
"Everyone involved as a drug
dealer should go to jail. There
were no exceptions to that rule,"
Hutchens said of his prosecuting
philosophy. "... All of you who
know me know I was interested
in your input, but I understood
my role."

.70
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Gay rights group asks funds to Baptist university be vetoed Town Crier
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A gay rights group asked Gov.
Ernie Fletcher Wednesday to
veto state funding for a private
Baptist university after a student
claimed he was expelled for
being gay.
The organization asked
Fletcher to veto $11 million that
Kentucky lawmakers approved
earlier this week for building a
pharmacy school and providing
scholarships at the private
University of the Cumberlands
in southeastern
Kentucky.
Advocates hand-delivered a
binder to Fletcher's office containing hundreds of letters and emails supporting their request.
"Discrimination is on its face
wrong. Funding it with state tax
dollars is unacceptable," said
Christina Gilgor, executive
director of the Kentucky

Gilgor said.
Martin Cothran, a spokesman
for the Lexington-based Family
Foundation, said in a statement
that as a private school, the university had the right to "set its
own moral standards" for its student body.
"If students don't want to
abide by the college's standards,
then they are free to attend
another college." Cothran said.
"In fact, we wonder why a gay
student would want to attend a
conservative Baptist college in
the first place."
Gilgor agreed the school
"absolutely" had a right to
"assemble its own student
body."'But it should not have
that right when it accepts state
money. Gilgor said.
"Our tax dollars should not
fund a religious institution that
teaches by example how to discriminate in later employment.

housing and public accommodation circumstances," Gilgor
said.
Nev enheless, other pris ate
colleges in Kentucky have
received funding through a
statewide scholarship program.
Williams said. The university's
funding was contingent on the
school gaining accreditation.
Williams said.
Still, the school had a right to
set its own policies, Williams
said. People who don't agree
may attend college elsewhere,
he said.
"I don't think that it would be
a particularly hard or cumbersome thing for someone who
wanted to go to pharmacy
school at the University of the
Cumberlands to not talk about
their private sexual behavior or
not post it on the Internet."
.Williams said. "It seems like
that that's not too much to ask."

It was a time for farewells as
retiring House members gave
with his hands resting on his final speeches.
head, as paramedics wheeled
One outgoing lawmaker,
him out of the Capitol shortly Rep. Denver Butler, Dbefore 10:30 p.m. EDT.
Louisville, made a last pitch for
Moberly, an attorney who has the introduction of casino gambeen in the bling in Kentucky — a proposal
G eneral that faltered weeks ago.
Assembly
"It's just keeping the money
since 1980, is at home," he said.
head of the
Butler urged his colleagues to
H ouse talk with-teorite tiack home
Appropriations about the issue, and not just
and Revenue preachers who oppose expanded
Committee, gambling. Butler said that floatMoberly and has been ing casinos on Kentucky's Ohio
involved
in River border are siphoning
marathon negotiations with money from the Bluegrass State.
Senate leaders in recent weeks.
Meanwhile. lawmakers tried
Earlier this week. the General to hammer out a last-minute
AP
Assembly passed the $18.1 bil- agreement on giving businesses
lion spending plan that Moberly a break from the alternative min- Senate Majority Leader Dan Kelly, R-Springfield, speaks with
helped to draft.
imum tax, which was part of Senate Minority Leader Ed Worley, D-Richmond. on the floor
night. Gov. Ernie Fletcher's tax over- of the Senate at the Capitol Building in Frankfort, Ky. on
Wednesday
Late
Senate Majority Leader Dan haul approved last year.
Wednesday.
Kelly acknowledged that negoThe tax is assessed on gross
Meanwhile, both chambers their worker's compensation
tiators for the two chambers receipts or gross profits and is
passed legislation aimed at benefits in September would
were unable to iron out all the designed to make sure all busikeeping alcohol away from cOntinue to receive their benefits
differences on tax relief. Kelly nesses pay some state taxes. It's
underage drinkers. Under the through a self-insurance fund.
said the disagreements included hit hardest those businesses with
bill, anyone under 21 caught try- under another bill lawmakers
the amount of relief from the high sales but low profits and as
ing to purchase alcohol could passed.
minimum
tax
new alternative
a result paid relatively little or
And Kentucky's courts faced
lose his driver's license for up to
imposed on businesses.
no state taxes in the past.
at least $5 million in funding
six months.
Both chambers worked up
Many business operators
Lawmakers also apptoved a cuts under the judicial branch
until the midnight deadline to have clamored for the tax relief.
bill to soften age requirements budget the legislature sent to the
adjourn.
The new state budget would
for high school athletes. It governor Wednesday. It would
In a final flurry of action, provide limited help. It would
would allow 19-year-olds to be up to the chief justice to
lawmakers passed bills aimed at exempt a business' first $2 milplay sports, as long as the athcracking down on underage lion in gross receipts from the
lete's birthday was not before
drinking and allowing random alternative minimum tax. Top
Jul); 1. The current cutoff is
drug testing for some school- lawmakers discussed options to
Aug. I.
teachers.
give more generous relief based
A group of about 130 miners
Legislators already had ful- on a business' gross profits.
who were facing a stoppage of
filled their main duty — passing
a state budget, something that
went undone in two previous
legislative sessions this decade.
Other accomplishments this
session included coal mine safety legislation, a tougher seat-belt
law, a mandatory helmet
requirement for youngsters
aboard four-wheelers, the addition of two instructional days to
school calendars, improved
salaries for teachers and more
112 Thoroughbred Dr.
money for school computers.
House Minority Leader Jeff
Great home to call your sanctuary from stressful days. to beautiful nights of enlettintille. Custom
built- brick beauty in Murray Estates Subdivision! Lovely granite countertops in kitchen an,:
Hoover, R-Jamestown, said votbaths. French doors open to spacious outdoor living. Three bedrooms. 2-1/2 baths with large
ers got what they wanted —
bonus room that can make 4th bedroom. An ekgant home that is functional for your famils
bipartisan cooperation in an era
5:+49 0151
Call Melanie Koehler 270-29t-1.5o tor %our ct choove In
General
of divided power in the
hILS*31487
Assembly. Democrats control
the House, and Republicans run
the Senate.
"I think we all can go home
and be proud about some of the
issues that we've addressed,"
112 N. 12th St., Ste. B • Murray • (270) 759-8780
Hoover said in a speech on the
House floor.
www.bcampbellrealty.com
Cr
Melange Koehler

determine the cuts by "reducing
waste, fraud and abuse," according to the legislation.
Another bill that cleared the
legislature would allow random
drug testing of teachers who had
drug incidents in. their past. It
also allows schools to transfer
teachers facing drug-related
charged to be reassigned to
duties away from students until
their cases are decided in court.
"We feel like it's a bill that
will protect students and will
allow teachers due process."
said Senate President David
Williams, who pushed for the
measure.

Fairness Alliance. -Our tax dollars should not fund a religious
institution that teaches by example how to discriminate."
Assembly
The General
approved an $18.1 billion state
budget Tuesday that included
$10 million for the university to
build a pharmacy school on its
Whitley County campus and $1
million for related scholarships.
The school in Williamsburg
— part of Senate President
David Williams' district — has a
policy against homosexuality.
Recently Jason Johnson, a
sophomore theater arts major
from Lexington, has claimed he
was expelled after posting on an
Internet site that he was say.
A university spokesman did
not immediately return a call
seeking comment.
Fletcher, an inactive ordained
Baptist minister, released a
statement saying his administra-

tion "does not condone discrimination," but he did not say
whether he would block the
school's state funding.
"I was elected to defend the
constitution as well as move
Kentucky forward for every resident of the commonwealth,"
Fletcher said in the statement. "I
will stand behind my oath to
continue to do so."
Earlier this week. Fletcher
revised Kentucky's affirmative
action policy to remove language that specifically protected
gays from discrimination in
state government.
Both moves seemed as
though Fletcher was playing to
his "right-wing base," Gilgor
said.
"We hope that on both issues,
the governor will realize the
impact of his actions, take a
stand against discrimination and
represent all Kentuckians,"

•Session ..
From Front

NOTICE
II The Calloway County
Board of Education will meet
tonight at 6 at the board office
on College Farm Road
Included on the agenda are
Calloway County school fees
a KECSAC program improvement summary. review of a
bus sale to the Murray
Independent School District
and several consent items
•The Murray City Council
will meet at 6.30 tonight at
city hall. The agenda includes
a presentation from Tourism
Director Mae Flint regarding
the renovation of the West
Kentucky Expo Center. The
public safety committee will
meet at 5.15 p.m to discuss
noise and animal control ordinances. The public works
committee will meet at 6 p.m.
to review a subdivision plat.
111 The Murray Independent
Board of Education is scheduled to meet at 7 tonight in the
central office boardroom of
the Carter Administration
Building on 13th Street. On
the agenda for the meeting is
approval of the 2006-2007
school calendar, approval of a
fifth and sixth-grade center
plan, consideration of a
seven-period day at Murray
High School, as well as beginning and ending times for
each school.
• The Murray-Calloway
County Park Board is scheduled to meet Monday at 6 p.m.
in the conference room of the
of
Commerce
thamber
Center. Rick Lamkin is on the
agenda.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

Serval! Termite Co.
is currently accepting applications for

2 TERMITE TECHNICIANS
No experience necessary. Will train
Benefit package'
Apply In Person

1604 121 N., Murray, KY

SER ALL
TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO.
270-753-6433.1-800-264-1433
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Join us this Sunday at
The Journey Church
10:30 A.M.
Curris Center (3rd Floor Ballroom)
Casual Atmosphere
Serious Faith.
For more info, visit www.TheEpicJourney.com

For District #3 Magistrate
"A New Broom Sweeps Clean"
www.jerrykey.com
paid for by Jerry Key

www:TheEpicJourney.com
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Pressing an
ear against
its hive
Former poet laureate Billy Collins hit the proverbial nail on the
head in Introduction to Poetry." He urges his students to look at a
poem like a color slide, holding it up to the light.
"Or press an ear against its hive," he suggests.
Every option Collins offers is pleasant. or at least not threatening. Enter the "room" of a poem and "feel the walls for a light
switch," or "waterski across the surface."
In spite of this gentle, teacherly persuasion, Collins laments that
all his students want to do "is tie the poem to a chair with rope/ and
torture a confession out of it."
"They begin beating it with a hose/ to find
out what it really means," he concludes, probably with a rueful sigh.
In case it slipped your mind, April is National
Poetry Month, a perfect time to take Billy
Collins' advice and give poetry a try.
Public radio's Writers Almanac is one way to
get a free poem every day, along with literary
and historical notes relevant to the date. On
April II, for instance, in addition to a poem,
readers were reminded that the day in 1945
Main Street marked the entry of American troops to
By Constance Buchenwald, a concentration camp in Weimar,
Germany.
Alexander
The soldiers who witnessed the liberation
Local
were haunted by what they saw. Fred Friendly,
Columnist
who became a producer on CBS, was a sergeant
in the Army. He wrote to his mother that day to
proclaim how important it was to never forget
the disbelief and horror he experienced.
Assigned to cover the liberation, reporter Edward R. Murrow
admitted he was unable to write about it for days and let a subordinate go ahead and break the story.
Writer Elie Wiese!, eventually a Nobel Peace Prize Winner, was
one of the prisoners at Buchenwald that day. The teenager had
recently arrived at Buchenwald, after a forced march from
Auschwitz. He witnessed the death of his father shortly afterwards.
Wiesel later wrote, "I will never forget the American soldiers and
the horror that could be read in their faces. I will especially remember one black sergeant, a muscled giant, who wept tears of impotent
rage and shame.... We tried to lift him onto our shoulders to show
our gratitude. but we didn't have the strength. We were too weak to
even applaud him."
Poetry Daily. another source for a poem a day, is available at
www.poets.org. The April 11 offering was poet John Koethe's recollection of seeing Shakespeare's Hamlet performed by Richard
Burton and how it changed Koethe's
Inspired by Burton, the poet abandoned math and physics courses for philosophy, literature and poetry in college. Even years later
he confesses that he sometimes feels "haunted by the ghost of mathematics./ wondering what killed it off."
Even when you least expect it, poetry can grab you by the lapels
and shout right in your face, or gently tap you on the shoulder and
whisper in your ear. It is everywhere.
Just the other day, a Peanuts cartoon quoted William Butler
Yeats. When the catcher walked to the pitcher's mound for a quick
consultation he declared. "Things fall apart: the center cannot hold.
Charlie Brown was not sure how to react. -When catchers get hit
with too many foul balk." he remarked."they get a little weird."
If he had googled the line, he would have found the poem "The
Second Coming." a masterpiece that will leave you thinking about
the state of the world and what's coming next.
The Writers Almanac is available at http://writersalmanac.publicradio.org/
Read Main Street online at www.murrayledgercom. Contact the
columnist directh at con%r(Inci,ale l'andeKO'chitrter net.
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Suddenly. thanklully, ii
does not seem that Hillary
Clinton is on an automatic trajectory to
become the
next
Democratic
nominee
for president. Two
recent polls
suggest
problems
Morris
that may
Advisory loom in her
By Dick Morris path.
Syndicated
Front
Columnist
New York
state comes
the latest
John Zoghy poll, forecasting a
race for the Senate instead of a
cakewalk. For the first time
since GOP wannabe Jeanine
Piff0 dropped out of the race.
polls indicate that New .Yorkers
are having second thoughts
about reelecting Hillary.
While the former first lady
was leading her main opponent. John Spencer. 61-31 in
Zogby's Jan. 13 poll, her lead
is down to 54-33 in his survey
of March 27. Zogby reflects
increases in Hillary's negatives
across the board — among
Democrats. Republicans and
independents. He also shows a
sharp drop in moderate and
conservative support for
Hillary. an indication that the
shrill tone of her national
attacks on the Bush administration and all things Republican
is destroying the carefully cultivated bipartisan image she
has sold to New York.
The drop in New York is
especially interesting since

Spencer has yet to wage any
campaign. He has not advertised or been heavily covered
by the left-leaning Empire
State press corps. Hillary is
dropping on her own.
For his part. Spencer is
likely to get enough votes at
the Republican state convention to stop his primary opponent, K.T. McFarland1
/
4from
getting on the ballot. While she
could petition her way on, that
is a very hard task in New
York, where one must get signatures in more than half of the
counties. In some of these
places, Republicans are hard to
find.
And on the national level, a
revealing insight comes from
the Maris( Poll of Feb. 22. The
survey reported that Hillary
finished a far-ahead first
among her rivals for the
Democratic nomination, getting 40 percent of the
Democratic primary vote to
former vice-presidential nominee John Edwards's 16 percent
and Sen. John Kerry's 15 percent.
But. with Al Gore figured
into the race, Hillary's vote
share dropped to 33 percent,
with the former vice president
at 17 percent, Edwards at 16
percent and .Kerry at II percent. A 33-17 lead over Gore
sounds a lot more shaky than
40-16 over Edwards.(And
remember, Gore has not even
hinted at a candidacy. Once he
does — if he does — his numbers are likely to increase rapidiy.)
Gore turns Hillary's left
flank and would be able to use
his past and present opposition

AP

to the war and hefty environmental record to attract liberals
repelled by Hillary's off-again,
on-again flirtation with centrism.
Democratic animosity
toward the Bush administration, approaching an all time
high, means that the 2008 pri- •
maries are likely to be a kind
of audition to see which candidate would do the best against
the Republicans. Hillary is suspect because of the way she
polarizes the voters. She doesn't polarize Democrats — they
all love her — but even the
most enthusiastic of her base
voters grasps that she is a red
flag to independents and •
Republicans.
As for Gore, he has already
proved that he can get more
votes than the Republican. He
just needs to get them in the
right states this time. Gore's
popular-vote success is likely
to play well when Democrats
contemplate the Kerry debacle,
just as Nixon's narrow defeat

in 1960 looked pretty good
after the pasting Johnson gave
Goldwater in 1964, good
enough to give Nixon another
chance.
The "electability" issue is
the soft-core version of Hillary
negatives, which could undermine her in 2008.
Meanwhile, Spencer can
also run on a soft-core negative. Rather than have to attack
Hillary frontally, he can point
to her looming presidential
candidacy, there for all to see
with each day's national
speech. and note that he is the
only candidate running for senator from New York who
wants to be senator from New
York.
When Hillary ran in 2000,
few believed she would run for
president. It was not an issue.
Her gullible supporters
believed that she was moving
to New York so that she could
become a senator, but it did not
enter their minds that she only
wanted to be a senator it order
to become a president. Now
that the second shoe is dropping, New York voters are
obviously reassessing their
view of Hillary's commitment
to their state. And to be asked
to vote for her reelection when
she obviously will move heaven and earth not to have to
serve out her term, may be too
much for New Yorkers to put_
up with.
If Spencer can get the
funding his standing in the
polls warrants, he could be part
of a one-two punch (with Al
Gore providing the knockout)
to stop a second Clinton presidency.
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Obituary
Tor* McAllister Jr.
Torby McAllister Jr., 71, Cadiz, died Wednesday, April 12, 2006.
at 6:45 a.m. at his home. His death followed a lengthy illness with
cancer.
A retired truck driver, he was of Baptist faith.
Born July 21, 1934, in Trigg County, he was the son of the late
"forby Norman McAllister Sr., and Pearl White Fowler McAllister.
One brother, John Wesley McAllister, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Margaret Laird McAllister, one
daughter, Mrs. Mary Tripp and one grandchild, Brittany Morgan
Tripp, both of Waxhaw, N.C.; four sisters, Mrs. Betty Rogers and
husband, James, Mrs. Mary Bogard and husband, Bill, and Mrs.
Madie Calhoun and husband, Tommy. all of Cadiz, and Mrs. Irma
Morris, Brentwood, Tenn.; one brother, Alex McAllister and wife.
Margaret, Cadiz.
The funeral will be Saturday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Goodwin
Funeral Home, Cadiz. Rev. O.D. Boyd and Rev. Lester Watson will
officiate. Burial will follow in the Trigg Memory Acres, Cadiz.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Pennyroyal Hospice,
101 W. 18th St., Hopkinsville, KY 42240.
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Iranian president vows to continue nuclear
goals:'Be angry at us and die of this anger'

TEHRAN, Iran (AP)
Iran's
hard-line
President
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad vowed
Thursday that Iran won't back
away from uranium enrichment
and said the world must treat
Iran as a nuclear power.
The comments were made as
Mohamed ElBaradei, head of
the International Atomic Energy
Agency, arrived in Tehran for
talks aimed at defusing tensions
over Iran's nuclear program.
"Our answer to those who are
angry about Iran achieving the
full nuclear fuel cycle is just one
phrase. We say: Be angry at us
and die of this anger," the official Islamic Republic News
Agency quoted Ahmadinejad as
saying.
"We won't hold talks with
anyone about the right of the
Iranian nation (to enrich uranium)."
Ahmadinejad declared on
Tuesday that Iran had successfully produced enriched uranium for the first time, a key
process in what Iran maintains is
a peaceful energy program.
Iran's deputy nuclear chief, Iranian president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad greets a schoolgirl in Ferdos in Khorasan Razavi
Mohammad Saeedi, then said province, about 530 miles northeast of Tehran, Iran Thursday.
Wednesday that Iran intends to
move toward large-scale uraniEurope are pressing for sancum enrichment involving 54,000
We are a nuclear country and speak
tions, a step Russia and China
centrifuges, signaling the counhave so far opposed.
to
others
from
the
position
of
y
y
try's resolve to expand a proof
State
Secretary'
gram the United Nations has
a nuclear country.
Condoleezza
Rice
said
demanded it halt.
-Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
Wednesday the Security Council
"Today, our situation has
must consider "strong steps" to
changed completely. We are a
induce Tehran to change course.
over Tehran's nuclear ambitions. time, using 164 centrifuges, at a
AP nuclear country and speak to
Rice also telephoned ElBaradei
Assistant Foreign Minister Cui facility in the central town of
Pope Benedict XVI delivers his blessing at the end of the others from the position of a
to ask him to reinforce demands
Tiankai is due to leave on Natanz.
Chrismal Mass he celebrated in St. Peter's Basilica at the nuclear country," IRNA quoted
that Iran comply u ith its nonFriday.
Saeedi
said
using
54.000
cenpresident as saying
proliferation requirements V. hen
Vatican, Thursday. Pope Benedict XVI recalled the sacrifice the
"Recently, there were some trifuges will be able to produce
he holds talks in Tehran on
of a cleric slain in Turkey as he celebrated a Holy Week Mass Thursday.
The United States accuses developments of the Iranian enough enriched, uranium to Friday.
dedicated to priests.
Tehran of using its civilian nuclear issue," said Foreign provide fuel for a 1,000Wednesday.
Iran',
On
spokesman
Liu megawatt nuclear power plant
nuclear program as a cover to Ministry
nuclear chief. Gholamreza
produce nuclear weapons but Jianchao. "We expressed our like one Russia is finishing in Aghazadeh. said the United
Tehran says its nuclear program concern. ... We hope the parties southern Iran.
States had no option but to recIn theory, that many cenis merely to generate electricity. should exercise restraint and not
ognize Iran as a nuclear power.
The U.N. Security Council take any actions that lead to fur- trifuges could be used to devel- But he said Iran was prepared to
has insisted that Iran stop all ther escalation so we can solve op the material needed for hun- give the West a share in its
enrichment activity by April 28. the question property through dreds of nuclear warheads if Iran enrichment facilities to ease
can perfect the techniques for
ElBaradei told reporters after dialogue and diplomacy."
fears that it may seek to make
At the United Nations a day producing the highly enriched
arriving at Tehran airport that he
weapons.
believed the time was "ripe- for earlier, China expressed strong uranium needed. Iran is still
"The best way to get out or
years
away
concern
over
Iran's
announcethought
to
be
from
a
officials have called Santoro a a political solution." He said he
VATICAN CITY (AP)
this issue is for countries that
Pope Benedict XVI recalled the martyr.
would try to persuade Iranian ment that it had successfully full-scale program.
have concern become our partThe IAEA is due to report to
sacrifice of a cleric slain in
Benedict's homily came dur- authorities to meet international enriched uranium and called on
ners in Natanz in management.
Turkey on Thursday as he cele- ing a Mass dedicated to priests demands for "confidence-build- Tehran to suspend enrichment. the Security Council on April 28 production and technology. This
brated a Holy Week Mass dedi- who during Holy Week recall ing measures, including suspen- However, both China and Russia whether Iran has met its demand is a very important confidencecated to priests.
the promises they made when sion of uranium enrichment, have repeated their opposition to for a full halt to uranium enrich- building measure," he told state
In his homily. Benedict read a they were ordained. The Mass, until outstanding issues are clar- any punitive measures against ment. If Tehran has not com- run television.
plied. the council will consider
Iran.
letter written by the Rev. Andrea celebrated in St. Peter's ified.On Tuesday, Iran announced the next step. The U.S. and
Santoro in which the Italian Basilica, came hours before
Also Thursday, China said it
prelate spoke of his willingness another service in which is sending an envoy to Iran and it had produced enriched uranito offer his own body for the Benedict was to wash the feet of Russia to discuss the dispute um on a small scale for the first
sake of preaching Catholicism 12 men to commemorate Jesus'
in largely Muslim Turkey.
Last Supper with his 12 aposis currently accepting applications for a position in the
Poi,rt Pleaeafft-5alotiet
Santoro, 60. was shot and tles.
presents
killed Feb. 5 while he prayed in
Pope John Paul II traditionalhis parish in the Black Sea city ly wrote a separate letter to
No experience necessary. Benefit package.
of Trabzon. Witnesses said the priests that coincided with the
If you're not making $30,000+ a year come see us
killer, a 16-year-old boy, Holy Thursday Mass, addressLIVE DRAMA
screamed "Allahu Akbar," ing subjects such as celibacy.
April 13, 14 & 15 • Dark till?
Apply In Person
Arabic for "God is great," Benedict didn't follow that traNo
- 131.0." & Van,: Wri.-ontr in•neys
before firing two bullets into dition, but he used his homily to
1604 121 N., Murray, KY
Pastor: Larry Dukes • 731-641-6450
Santoro's back.
For lnfirrrnatum e42-4828
remind priests of their promises
13700 Highway 79 North, Buchanan, TN
Benedict quoted Santoro as to serve God.
3 miles west of Paris Landing State Park
saying in his letter that he had
He referred to the rites of
chosen to live in Turkey to be ordination in which a bishop
among its people, "lending" his lays his hands on the priest, as
TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO
body to Christ to do so.
well as the oil used in the sacra270-753-6433.1-800-264-1433
"One becomes capable of sal- ment to anoint the priests'
Approachable. Available Anytime.
vation only by offering one's hands. During Thursday's Mass.
huge silver vats of oil were
own body,- Santoro wrote: Pat Cherry
Santoro's slaying ocedtreci blessed.
hands
today
"Let
us
put
our
the height of unrest id the
Mithelle Wuest
Muslim world over caricatures again at(God's) disposition and
293.0318
ofithe Prophet Muhammad pub- pray that he takes our hands to
293-0699
lished in Europe. Top church guide us," Benedict said.
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Oakley will celebrate
her 90th birthday
Mrs. Alice E. Oakley will
celebrate her 90th birthday on
April 20. She was born on
that date in 1916 .in Lenore
City, Tenn.
She and her husband had
been married for 52 years before
his death. She had retired from
Murray-Calloway County Hospital and West View Nursing
Home.
Mrs. Oakley is the mother
of three children, Joe C. Oakley and wife, Suzanne, Jimmy
Oakley and his late wife, Barbara, and Mary Kay Kirks and
husband, Michael, all of Murray.
Her eight grandchildren are
Adam Kirks, Amy Kirks, James
Oakley and wife, Marji, and
Jay Thompson. all of Murray,
Dena Farris and husband. John,
Ohio. Cheri Messina and husband, Joe. Grenada. Miss.. Joe
Alan Oakley of Memphis.
Tenn.. and Diane Tapia and
husband. Joe. Kingston Springs.
Tenn.

Murray Preschool Head Start
screening will be held Friday

lo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Alice E. Oakley
Mrs. Oakley also has 13
great-grandchildren.
Birthday cards may be sent
to her at Alice E. Oakley, do
West View Nursing Home. 1401
South 16th St., Murray, KY
42071.

Rebekah Elkins, a seventh
grader at Calloway County Middle School. has been chosen
as a member of the People to
People Student Ambassador
Program to Europe this summer.
She is the daughter of Ray
and Melissa Elkins of Lynn
Gros e and the granddaughter
of I.aDonna Holden of Mayfield and the late Steve Holden 01 Wingo, Harold Elkins
if Ls on
e and Veronica
kiss.
Hie objective of this progiain is to promote internati,mal understanding while
building leadership skills in
American youth. The program
's as founded in 1956 by PresRebekah Elkins
ident Dwight D. Eisenhower
to promote peace. He believed South Carolina. Georgia, West
that if people from different Virginia. Missouri and Illinois.
,:iiltures could conic together She is one of only three choin peace and friendship then sen from the state of Kenso eventually could countries. tucky.
Since its founding. the proWhile in Europe she will
gram has launched many inter- he visiting a World War II
national programs including concentration camp in Austria
Sister Cities, Project HOPE as well as meeting a survivor
and Pen Pals.
from the camp; visiting the
The student ambassadors are Eiffel Tower in- -France; meetnominated by teachers or com- ing with the Pope and the Italmunity leaders and then must ian parliament in Italy; and
he inters iewed as vs ell as obtain will meet with the United
recommendations from three Nations in Switzerland. In Austeachers. Less than one per- tria. she will be staying with
). smt ot American students are a host family and attending an
nimimated for this honor and Austrian school.
Cs en less ever obtain this
For more information about
chance.
the program or if anyone would
Elkins %s ill be touring Europe like to help sponsor Elkins.
for 21 days with a delegation call 1-270-293-7830.
of TO students from Twvikast--,,
•

•

Our Registered
Bridal Couples: •

•

•

knniter Schatz
& Bisan Bartlett
•

Natalie Cooper
& Matthew Hinton

•

Marcie Parm
It'SSe Clark

•
•

Kim Bryant
& scan Haverstock

•

Catherine hurt
& Arthur Lane

•

•

Lauralee I loosei
& Jeremy Latimer

•
•

Anne Pickens

& Michael Knox
Becca Townsend
dr Jeremy Lewis

•

Lindsey Melton
& Nathan Hicklin
Amanda Birkner
& Kyser Lough

•

•

•

•
•

Photo provided

DONATION MADE: Keith Bailey, left, CEO of MurrayCalloway County Hospital, presented Kathy Hodge, chair
of the Murray-Calloway County Relay for Life with a $3,000
check for their annual corporate sponsorship. In addition to
the corporate sponsorship. MCCH has seven teams who
are actively trying to raise S1.500 each for the Relay for
Life on May 5 and 6.

•
•

•

Ric Robert Ellison
•
•

.Bridal 'Registry 8r'gilts

•

Unitersity Square • 12th S.
12701•59-2100
Monday-P-6dt, 10-5,
Saturday 10.2

•

•

Murray Shrine Club will hold its annual "paper sale" on
Saturday. Sttriners will be at Wal-Mart and Kroger to accept
donations and contributions throughout the day. All collections
are used to help offset the operating costs of the six Western
Kentucky vans used to transport children in need of medical
services provided by the Shrine hospitals.

Calloway County High School Girls/Boys Tennis Teams will
have car wash on Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Taco
John's.

Easter Egg Hunt on Saturday
An Easter Egg Hunt will be Saturday at 2 p.m. at Coldwater United Methodist Church. For more information contact
Tim Palmer at 489-2371 or by e-mail at cwIg_uc@netzero.net.

Glory Bound Entertainment on Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the new Goshen Family Fellowship
Center, Ky. Hwy. 121 North at Stella. Featured entertainers
will be Grandpa's Legacy and The Gospel Three. The public
is invited and there is no charge but note the change from
Thursday to Friday. Items for Need Line will be taken. For
more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.

Art Guild event to be Thursday
Murray Art Guild will host "Art in the Community" in a
roundtable discussion tonight from 6 to 8 p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway Public Library. All interested persons
are invited. For information call 753-4059.
Photo provided

ALPHA MEETING: Judy Darnell. left. and Brenda Call
served as hostesses for the March meeting of the Alpha
Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Janet Dees presented a program on "Creating Incredibly Responsible
Kids." The department will meet Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at
the club house.

Pardue awarded master's
degree in engineering
James Andrew Pardue was
recently awarded his master of
engineering degree from the
University of San Jose, Sail,
Jose. Calf.
Pardue was a summit cum
laude graduate of San Jose's
graduate school of engineering.
While pursing his master's
degree. he worked for the university as a graduate teaching
assistant in the Computer Science Engineering Department,
developed software and continued research publications.
Pardue is presently employed

as a software engineer by Lockheed Martin. He was a 1996
valedictorian graduate of Calloway County High School and
a 2002 cum laude graduate of
the University of Kentucky,
Lexington.
He is the son of Keith and
Debbie Pardue of Almo, and
the grandson of Billy Corum
of Troy, Tenn.: and Gladys
Pardue of Obion. Tenn.
His parents, along with Jennifer and Derek Plummer of
Collierville. Tenn., traveled to
California for the graduation
ceremonies.
CALL 753-1916
TO PLACE
YOUR AD
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LOVE DIVII\rE
A resurrection musical drama

presented by
the music ministry of

Friday, April 14130 g.m.
Sunday, April 16, 7:30 p.m,
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Shrine Club plans paper sale

LimigGER&TIMES

WOW Lodge 592 will meet
Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 will meet tonight at 6
p.m. at Ryan's Steak House, Murray.

Thursday TOPS Club will meet
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Club will meet
today at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library.
The meeting is open to the public. For information- call Marge
Andrews at 753-7732.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Friday at 10:30 a.m. at Calloway Public
Library. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes. Preg:nant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For more
information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

CASA event will be April 21
The annual CASA (Court Appointed Special Advocate) Light
of Hope banquet and silent auction will be April 21 at 6 p.m.
in the small ballroom of Murray State University Curris Center. Amy Watson, former WPSD-TV news anchor and author
of the children's book, "The Hairdresser's Baby," will be the
featured speaker. Tickets are $20 each need to be made by
Friday at the Chamber of Commerce or call the CASA office
at 761-0164.

Library to close two days
Calloway County Public Library will close Friday in observance of Good Friday and on Sunday in observance of the
Easter holiday. The library will be open Saturday.

MHS basketball banquet planned
Murray High School basketball banquet will be Saturday at
6 p.m. in the ballroom of Murray State University Curris Center. Tickets are $12 and can be purchased from Penny Dunn
in the library at MHS or by calling Liz Anderson at 293-0860.
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GREENHOUSE
OPEN

Two Performances

Tammy, Diuguid
dr Rich Wilson

•

Calloway County High School Backboard Club will meet
tonight at 6:30 p.m. to discuss plans for the upcoming basketball banquet on April 23.

1‘a444 Beiyar-CA444di,

Missy Jenkins
& Josh Smith

Jill Wood

CCHS Backboard Club to meet

CCHS tennis teams plan promotion

•
•

Mary Shultz
& Emmanuel Agbovi
•

Easter says
you can put
truth in a
grave, but it
won't stay
there.
-Clarence W. Hall

Stacy Leigh Browning
r1t Josh Hutchens

Main Street plans event

Murray Main Street will present Easter on
the Square on Saturday at 9:30 a.m. There will be an Easter
Egg Hunt for children, ages 0 to 8 years with prizes awarded in each age group. Photos will be available with the Easter bunny at $1 per picture and an Easter bake sale. For more
information call 759-9474.

Elkins chosen as a merriber
of People to Ftople program

•

Murray Preschool Head Start Screening
will be Friday from If a.m. to 4 p.m.
This screening is inailablt for three and
four year old children and children who
will be three by Oct. 1, 2006. Areas to be
screened include vision, hearing, motor,
concepts, and speech/language.
Conferences will be held on the day of
the screening to share results and the
screening will take approximately one hour.
To make an appointment or for information regarding preschool or this screening call 1109-3262.

estside Baptist Church
207 Robertson Rd South • WIT:
970-753-894r
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NonorRoll
Murray High School has
released the names for the
honor roll for the third nine
weeks of of the 2-5-2006 schol
years. Those marked with an
* made all As. Names are as
follows:
NINTH GRADE
Alex M. Adams,

All M.

,Adams, Eric Tyler Alvey, 'Celia

he
)1r.

)1t1

"Lane Austin, Madelyn E. Basiak, *Jacob D. Bell, 'Shelby L.
I BIalock, 'Rachel Anne
Bow'man, Nicolas P. Burnett, Janay
-E. Coot, Jeffrey B. Darnall,
..*Abby C. Dowdy, Alyssa F. Enckson, Anne R. Ferguson,
1 Erica L. Gallagher, Sarah E.
„Garth, Christin Gong, Adderley
.K. Griffo, Brittany M. Harpole,
'Caitlin A. Herrington, Patrick
G. Hughes, Nolan M. Jackson,
-Sudan Naveen Loganatharr,
Mason Christopher Manning,
April Y. McCreary. Catherine E.
Noland.
Adam M. Peebles, *Rebecca V. Rai, Brooke L. Salley,
Rebecca Renee Scott, Jospeh
C. Smith, Tyler E. Spann, James
Keaton Tate. Ethan C. Thomason, Nathan James Watson,
Grace H. Wellinghurst, 'Jessica M. Whybark and Erica Renee
Willis.
10TH GRADE
Trent H. Beisel, Courtney T.
Billington, Sarah Lashae Brown,
Mary K. Burgess, Colin W.
Capps, Luis Cignoni, 'Bradley
N. Cobb, Catherine R. Crass,
Madeah D. Daubert, Ashley
Nicole Edison, Whitley J. Evans,
Brett J. Gibson, Leslianne N.
Gilson. Richard K. Han, 'Haley
J. Haverstock, Tyler Ross
Holzschuh, Christopher Allen
Hudson,
Shawn A. Kinsey, 'Theodore
J. Masthay, Jerica Yvette Mays.
Faye C. Muuka. 'Matthew D.
Parker, Randzanika C. Payne,
Laken E. Peal, Leandra Ashley ,Perry, Anthony R. Pfannerstill, Aaron D. Polivick, Dorothy
Rideout, Cody M. Seely, *Jes-

sica Michelle Smith, 'Chess R.
Volp, Laken N. Watkins, 'Caitlin
M. Williams and •Callie L Wilson.
11TH GRADE
'Tucker Bruce Adams, Jordan B. Belcher, 'Bradley R.
Black, Wesley S. Bolin, Kathleen L. Brownson, •Shraddha
Chakradhar. Lana A. Courtney,
'Sarah F. Doran, Brandi J.
Greer, Sarah M. Hines, Joshua
C. Hyatt, Angelique N. Jones,
Matthew Braxton Jordan, 'Darlene E. Kipphut, 'Sarah E.
Kuykendall. Blair E. Lane, Ashlee Veronica Lehrmann, Ezra
F. Leslie,
'Alan
Andrew
Manning,
'Colleen E. McCoy, Alycia C.
McCreary, S. Blake McCuiston.
Elise Lane Moore, Richard Allen
Osban Jr.. Amanda D. Peebles, Meagan R. Pember, Taylor M. Pierce, Will M. Pitman,
Elizabeth S. Powell, 'Lauren
Rebecca Taylor, Alissa Hope
Thomason, Samantha S. Thurman, Luke A. Welch, Alexander W. Wellinghurst, 'Amy C.
White. 'Daniel L. White and
'Emily Rose Yancey.
12TH GRADE
Justin N. Arnold. 'Todd S.

Buck, 'Austin Emerson Carter,
Carlin E. Courtney, Nathan Lee
Grafton,'Chelsea E. Crook. Mallory J. Cunningham, Sarah
Kathryn Denham, Kelly L. Dick.
Linda A. Dinh, *Callie E. Dowdy.
Kate B. Duncan, *Chnstina R
Dunn, •Shannon C. Elias, 'Brianna L. Fields, 'Dustin Brian
Francis,
Brittany J. Garland, *Alex J
Gustafson, "Lindsey Brooke
Hays, Laura Katherine Hams,
Ellen J. Hayman, Claire Mane
Herrington, 'Leanne C. Hewlett
Brooks D. Hudson, Mary Elizabeth Hudson. Jordan Kelsey
Huston, Joseph E. Jackson.
'Meghann Michele Jenkins, Laurel A. McManus, 'Amanda L.
Melton, 'Michael T. Mao,
Kayla P. Morris, Dana M
Pace, Katy Noel Paschall, Tara
L. Perdue, Ruby M. Phengsavath, Matthew A. Pool, Erin C
Richerson, 'Caleb P. Roberts.
'Whitney T. Sears. Angelica
Renee Smith, 'Megan L. Snow.
*Zakari M. Taylor, Maggie J.
Tate. Haley N. Thomason, Kelli
A Vinson. Bobby Russell Wall,
'Brent M. White, 'Anna Lee
Williams and Laura E

,1 12JLl

Photo prowled

SPECIAL SERVICES: St. John's Episcopal Church will commemorate Good Fnday with the
service of the Stations of the Cross at noon in St. John's Memorial Garden. Ben Armstrong
is shown holding the cross at last year's service. A Maundy Thursday service will be tonight
(Thursday) at 7 p.m which will include Communion and a stripping of the altar The public is
invited.
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Shaun
Michael Lee
Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Smith
of Murray are the parents of
a son, Sitaten Mikult*1 4.4e
,Smith, born on Monday. April
10. 2006, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds
15 ounces and measured 20
3/4 inches. The mother is the
former Danielle Tebbetts.
Grandparents are John and
Sherrie Pritchard and James
and Dina Smith. all of Murray and Michell and Greg Maxfield of Grand Rivers.
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The Alumni and Associates
of Calloway County Schools
will offer a scholarship to seniors who have at least a 3.0
GPA and an ACT score of at
least 18. Also, at least one
,parent/guardian or grandparent
• must be a member of the Alumni and Associates of Calloway
County Schools. Applications
are available in the guidance
office and are due by April
28.

• Occasional
Tables
* Lamps
• Pictures
• Bedding
•Bombe Chests
•Entertainment
Centers
•Table Top
Accessories
• Bunk Beds
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,Humane
Society asks
;for help
' The Humane Society of Caliloway County has announced
that Purina is offering a free
small bag of dog or cat food
by calling 1-866-894-2275
(BARK), according to Kathy
Hodge. executive director. If
you have no use for this brand
within your household, please
call and consider donating the
food to the center. It is one
bag per household and takes
about 4-6 weeks or delivery.
You can drop the food off a
the Humane Society office at
the Weaks Community Center
between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.,
Monday through Thursday. or
call at 759-1884 and someone
will pick up the food.
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MSU plans
to break
ground for
clocktower

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times Photos

County high school students were honored for academic achievement
HONORED YOUNG WOMEN: Twenty female Murray Independent and Calloway
Fister Honors Reception at the Calloway County Library. Those honTuesday night by the American Association of University Women during the K. Renee
right) Catherine J. Frederick, Mindy D. Wright and Whitney P.Watkins.
to
left
photo,
(left
include
event
ored from Calloway County High School that attended the
E. Denham, Claire M. Herrington, Leanne C. Hewlett, Laura K.
Amy
left to nght)
Attending students honored from Murray High School include (right photo,
reasons include Rachel C. Garrison, Kelli A.Vinson, Chelsea
various
for
attend
not
did
but
honored,
were
Harris, and Ca!lie E. Dowdy. Other students that
J. Hayman, Mary E. Hudson, Marci E. Crittendon, Laura M.
Ellen
Miller,
A.
Jessica
Nicole Darnell, Jessica G. Johnson, Sarah K. Denham, Marcy L. Boggess,
Jacobs, and Sarah J. Schumaker.

Lawmakers pass bill to raise some fees
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP). - A bill The measure now goes to Gov. Ernie
allowing sheriffs and county clerks to Fletcher.
The measure permits sheriffs to double
charge higher fees for some services won
their fees from $20 to $40 for serving civil
final legislative approval Tuesday night.
The measure also seeks to help provide summonses. It also would apply to serving
housing to low-income Kentuckians by subpoenas and notices of divorce. Sheriffs
linking one fee increase to the affordable would decide whether to increase the fees.
The bill also would increase a variety
housing trust fund.
charged by county clerks.
fees
of
26-6
a
on
Senate
the
The bill cleared
The fee for issuing and renewing cervote earlier in the day and won final pasrise
sage 66-26 in the House a few hours later. tificates of vehicle registration would

from $3 to $9 under the measure. The fee
for a certificate of registration for larger
vehicles weighing more than 44,001
pounds would increase from $20 to $33.
Also, the fee for recording land-related
documents would increase from $8 to $12.
and half of the higher figure would go to
the affordable housing trust fund.
If the bill becomes law, county clerks
would stop charging a fee for issuing
accessible parking placards.

Lambert elected
to another term
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky Chief Justice Joseph E.
Lambert was selected by his colleagues to serve a third four-year
term as the state's top judge.
Lambert, a graduate of the
University of Louisville law
school, was elected to the
Supreme Court in 1987.

A special groundbreaking
ceremony will be held at 3 p.m.
on April 20 at Murray State
University in the science complex area at Murray State
University for the Jesse L. Jones
Clock Tower.
Murray State University students who major in science or
math will benefit from a significant gift given by Jesse D.
Jones, a Marshall County native
and a 1964 MSU chemistry and
mathematics major, and his
wife, Deborah.
Residents of Baton Rouge,
La., the couple recently established the Jesse D. and Deborah
C. Jones Scholarship for the
Advancement of Math and the
Sciences for MSU students
majoring in math or science. In
addition to the scholarship, they
also chose to assist with the
completion of the clock tower
connecting Phase II of the science complex to the Biology
Building, located just off of 16th
Street behind Alexander Hall.
The tower will be named for
Jesse D. Jones father, Jesse L.
Jones.
Community members, as
well as MSU students, faculty
and staff, are invited to this special event to honor Jones and his
family.

Calloway grand jury sends numerous indictments for cases
money from the inmate's mother and
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
called the KSP detective, who was act-Staff Writer
ing as the inmate's mother, to request
A Murray woman accused of agree- the money be sent by Western Union to
ing to smuggle marijuana into the the Food Giant in Murray, which has a
Kentucky State Penitentiary in Western Union processing center in its
Eddyville. where she worked as a cor- store. After she received the money,
rectional guard. was indicted earlier KSP officers stopped her in the parking
this week.
lot.
Deena Ann Lehan, 26; who lives on
Other indictments include:
North Fourth Street, was indicted when
• Donald Garner, 40. of Murray,
the Calloway County grand jury met was indicted on kidnapping, secondTuesday. Officially, she's charged with degree assault and second-degree perbribery of a public servant, a felony that sistent felony offender. The charges
carries a five- to 10-year prison sen- stem 'from a March 7 incident during
tence.
which he restrained Virginia Diane
Lehan was arrested April 5 after she Lewis with the intent to cause injury by
was paid $1,6(X) from an undercover inteigonally inlecting narcotics into
Kentucky State Police detective. She her 4fti myring& .
44! .teivral oriesions,
agreed to smuggle drugs into a maxi- aiarnEe? to
indittnient:
mum security inmate at the prison.
In a separate indictment. Garner is
according to KSP reports.
charged with second-degree burglary
According to Lehan's arrest citation, and second-degree persistent felony
she made arrangements to receive the

offender. Garner, who lives at 416 S.
10th St., is accused of burearizing the
residence at 414 S. 10th St. on March
11.
II Connie White, 37. and James
Williams, 29, both of Murray, were
indicted on first-degree trafficking in a
controlled substance (cocaine), firstoffense possession of drug paraphernalia, possession of marijuana and receiving stolen property less than $300.
White face an additional possession of
marijuana charge.
The charges come from a March 2
incident during which they sold
cocaine, possessed scales and sandwich
bags with the corners missing as well as
marijuana and had a stoical Upd Nano,.
areordine
worth $197.
had
to their indiCtenentik." Wliite
marijuana seeds and stems.
They were arrested after MPD officers searched Williams' 1715-A

Brooklyn Drive residence.
• Jennifer Young, 33, and Terry
Rule, 44, both of Murray, were indicted
on drug charges. Specifically, Young is
charged with first-degree possession of
a controlled substance (methamphetamine), second-offense possession of
drug paraphernalia, convicted felon in
possession of a handgun and thirddegree possession of a controlled substance (Lortab and Valium). The drug
possession charges are enhanced with
the loaded .22-caliber pistol she had.
Rule faces charges of first-degree
possession of a controlled substance
(meth) and first-offense possession of
drug paraphernalia.
hey were .arrested Oarch 10 after
o4ke learned more information cktring
4 drug rOutldup that Ticcused 20 people
alter a three-month investigation.
• Phillip Don Bonds, 25, of
Farmington, faces seven charges: first-.

offense possession of drug paraphernalia. possession of marijuana, prescription controlled substance (Lortabs.
morphine tables and Clonazepam) not
in original container, first-degree trafficking in a controlled substance, firstdegree possession of a controlled substance (morphine), second-degree possession of a controlled substance
(Lortabs) and third-degree possession
substance
controlled
a
of
(Clonazepam).
Bonds was arrested during a MPD
traffic stop on March 3.
In an unrelated circuit court case, a
19-year-old Murray man pleaded guilty
Monday to supplying marijuana to
Callow county juveniles.
K. Holt will be sentenced at
Sam
9 a.m. May 22 for two counts of second-degree unlawful transaction with a
minor. Kentucky State Police detectives
arrested Holt on Jan. 10.
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'There's a lot to work with here ... I'm here to win'
—Billy Kennedy

Our Own Coach K

Ward finally
gets breather
from fastpaced year

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

morning in the Racer Room at the Regional
Billy Kennedy was introuduced to Murray State University fans and members of the media Wednesday
Cincinnati.
mater,
alma
his
at
over
took
who
Cronin,
Mick
replaces
Kennedy
Special Events Center.

SLOW PROCESS WILL HOPEFULLY PRODUCE FAST RESULTS
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
As a whole, the nearly three-week
search for Murray State's 14th head
basketball coach was a slow process.
Not so. however, for new head man
Billy Kennedy, who was officially
handed the reins of the Racer program
by MSU athletics director Allen Ward
on Wednesday. two days after initially
being contacted by school for an interview.
"It's been a whirlwind (process).
I'm glad nobody's standing real close
to me because this is the same suit I
wore for my interview (Tuesday)
night,"joked Kennedy. who was introduced as Mick Cronin's successor to a
throng of well-wishers at the Regional
Special Events Center yesterday morning, no more than 24 hours after meeting with the school's five-member
search committee.
"I wsnt to thank the committee for
the integrity and character they
showed throughout this process,"
Kennedy continued. They did everything they told me they would do, and
I'm thankful they handled it the right

way."
Ward and his search party — which
consisted of MSU interim president
Dr. Kern Alexander and Board of
Regents members Don Sparks,
Marilyn Buchanon and Beverly Ford
— hope the 42-year-old Kennedy can
now fulfill his end of the bargain.
At first glance, the track record of
the veteran Division I assistant and
head coach appears to be somewhat
spotty, as he has posted a career record
of just 104-128 in two previous head
coaching stops at Centenary and
Southeastern Louisiana.
Both of those programs, however,
were in less than stellar shape when
the Metairie, La., native assumed control of them.
In two seasons at Centenary (199799), Kennedy compiled a 24-34
record, going 14-14 in his second campaign after the school had suffered
four consecutive losing seasons.
At his alma mater, SLU, Kennedy
took,over a program that had produced
just two winning records in the previous 15 years. In his first four years
there, the Lions posted losing marks.

But the last two campaigns (2003-05)
featured a 44-1,8 record, including two
Southland Conference championships
and a trip to the 2005 NCAA
Tournament.
"Throughout this process. I've continued to be impressed with the fact
that he was winning at programs with
far less resources and tradition than
what exists here at Murray State,"
Ward said of Kennedy. "Billy is a
proven recruiter, a proven head coach.
a class act and a proven winner.
"I thought it was important for us to
find a coach that had the complete
package. I didn't want to just settle for
somebody. And I believe we've got
(the whole package) with Billy
Kennedy." he added.
"It took time to get those other programs going," noted Kennedy in
response to a question about his suspect record as a head coach."With this
program. you've already got things
going. There's a lot to work with here.
and that's what excites me about this
job. ... I'm here to win."
The first order of business for 'the
former Miami. Fla.. assistant is to

The Kennedy Fie
Name: Billy Kennedy
Age 32
Career:
Coaching
Assistant coach. Miami
(Fla.). 2005-06. head
Southeastern
coach.
Louisiana (1999-2005),
head coach. Centenary
(1997-99): also an assisNew
tant at Tutane
Northwestern
Orleans.
Wyoming.
State.
Kennedy
Creighton, Texas AAM and
California
Alma Molar: Southeastern Louisiana 11986)
Family: Wife, Mary. and four children Will (18).
Lexi (16), Brooks (11) and Anna Cate (1).

complete his coaching staff and rerecruit four freshmen players —
Brandon Evans, Curtis Parker. Jay-R
Strowbridge and Marshall County
product Justin Ard — who signed letters of intent with the Racers under
Cronin.
"I've got some work to do." said
Kennedy, who met with the Racers'
returning players before yesterday's
introductory press conference and
plans to speak extensively with the
•See KENNEDY Page 28

Allen Ward has been Murray
State's athletics director for just
over a year now.
It may not seem like a year has
already passed to the former North
Texas administrator. There's a
good explanation for that, howeNer. He's been busy — real busy.
In the 13 months since he
stepped to the podium during his
introductory news conference at
MSU, Ward has had to deal with
arguably more
than many athletics directors
have had to in
a five-year
span.
The first
priority for
Ward upon
accepting the
Murray post
Sidelines was
to clean up
By Scott Nanney the departSports Editor
ment's messy
academic situation, which was under scrutiny
from then-MSU president Dr.
King Alexander and the academic
reform guidelines recently instituted by the NCAA.
Also on his initial agenda was
removing the stain of several offthe-field incidents involving
Murray State student-athletes —
most of which had occured within
the football and basketball programs prior to Ward's hiring.
One such highly-publicized
incident occured just shortly after
Ward took over the MSU department. That episode — which
involved a then-current and former
Racer football player — resulted
in the suspension of then-head
football coach Joe Pannunzio.
And let's not forget the coaching searches. No less than four
coaching positions at Murray State
have changed hands within the last
'year — including track and the
just-completed search for a new
head soccer coach.
The two biggest coaching transitions, however, have been directed almost solely by Ward, who
chose not to renew Pannunzio's
contract after the gridiron Racers
finished just 2-9 last fall.
Just before Christmas. Ward
welcomed aboard former
Tennessee-Martin head coach Matt
Griffin to oversee the rebuilding of
Racer football.
But Ward's biggest decision —
and one that will likely define his
tenure as the Murray State AD —
was still a few months away.
After completing an ultra-successful three-year tenure at MSU
with 69-24 record — including a
II See WARD Page 2B

MURRAY 17, FULTON COUNTY 0

Tigers have little trouble with Pilots

SCOTT NANNEWtedger & Times

Murray High pitcher Chess Volp prepares to deliver an offering to the
plate during the first inning of Wednesday's All "A" Classic tournament
opener at Ty Holland Field. The Tigers hammered Fulton City 17-0 in five
innings.

Staff Report
The Murray High Tigers had little
trouble clearing their first hurdle in the
All "A" Classic baseball tournament.
blasting sy.i,iting Fulton County 17-0 in
five innings Wednesday at Ti Holland
Field.
Murray (5-5) wasted little time putting this one in the win column,exploding for eight runs on six hits in the bottom of the first inning. The Tigers went
on to score five more in the second and
two runs each in the third and fourth
frames to force the 10-run mercy rule.
The Tigers didn't take long to get on
the scoreboard, getting a leadoff double
in the first from Aron Sweeney. who
came around to score on a Roman
Kelley single. Kelley, who finished 4for-4 to lead MHS at the plate, would
add another run-scoring hit later in the

MURRAY HIGH ADVANCES
TO AI,L'A'SEMIFINALS
FRIDAY AGAINST EITHER
MAYFIELD OR
HICKMAN COUNTY
inning. Antonio Kendall also doubled
home a run, and Adam Heskett singled
home two as the Tigers led 8-0.
Sweeney, Kelley and Bradley Cobb
all had RBI singles for Murray in a
five-run second inning. Heskett
smashed a two-run home run for the
Tigers' two runs in the third. In the
fourth. Jordan Garland drew a basesloaded walk and Shawn McClure singled to push across the last two MHS
runs.
Sweeney and Heskett each had two

of the Tigers' 14 hits in the contest.
Heskett had four RBI. while Kelley and
Cobb each accounted for three.
Starter Chess Volp picked up the
pitching win, allowing only one hit
while striking out five and walking two
in four innings of work. Sweeney came
on in relief to work the fifth, striking
out two in his only inning on the
mound.
The top-seeded Tigers now advance
to Friday's All "A" semifinals, when
they will take on the winner of today".
matchup between No. 4 seed Mayfield
and fifth-seeded Hickman County. The
tournament's championship game will
be held on Saturday at 2 p.m., also at Ty
Holland Field.
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•Ward

•Kennedy
ly considering backing out of his during the 2005-06 season —
commitment to the MSU pro- will be under his third coach in
gram following Cronin's move four seasons next year after
being recruited to MSU by forto Cincinnati.
"Mr. Kennedy is a super mer coach Tevester Anderson.
The latest coaching change,
guy," claimed Ard, who joined
his future MSU teammates for however, didn't seem to phase
an early-morning meeting with Witherspoon, who is looking
Kennedy and later attended the forward to his senior year under
coach's introductory press con- Kennedy.
"I personally love him," said
ference. "I did consider playing
football and just walking on to Witherspoon, who vowed to
the basketball team. But now I take the lead role in convincing
can tell you that I'm going to his teammates to give Kennedy
play basketball. ... With the tal- a chance. "I think he's a good fit
ent we have here and the style for this program. He's not going
(Kennedy) wants to play, it's to come in and change much of
anything. Why would he? ...
going to be awesome."
Shawn He's a very family-oriented guy,
forward
Junior
Witherspoon — the Racers' and that's what we need."
leading scorer and rebounder

From Page 1B

From Page 1B

24-7 mark that was highlighted
team's new recruits before hitby OVC regular-season and
ting the recruiting trail himself.
tournament championships and
"I've got some kids who I have
a berth in the NCAA
to convince to come here, and I
Tournament this past season —
think they're receptive to me
Mick Cronin announced that he
recruiting them.
was leaving the Racer program
"They didn't sign here to
to take over at his alma mater,
play for the former coaching
Cincinnati.
staff, and they didn't sign here to
In a protracted search that
play for me. But they did sign
spanned 20 days since Cronin's
here to play for Murray State.
March 23 resignation, Ward
They're already sold on this
finally found his man in veteran
place, so they're the easiest
coach Billy Kennedy.
recruits to get."
While both recent coaching
At least one of the Racers'
recruits, Ard, is already sold on
searches received their fair
his new coach — a vast change
share of criticism, it appears
of heart for the Marshall County
that Ward has done a solid job
.tandout. who had been seriousof identifying two worthy men
that will be the face of MSU
athletics for the near future.
The other issues — which
have also been very much
under the microscopes of interested observers — also appear
to have been addressed to satisfaction.
With most of the major
issues now in his rearview mir--Tor;.Warii appears relieved to
finally get a breather from what
has been a suffocating year.
"It's true. There's been a lot
we've had to address in the last
year," said Ward following
Wednesday's press conference
announcing the hiring of
Kennedy."But I think we're all
better for it. ... Our programs
are in good shape now.
Obviously, I think there are better days ahead for Murry State
athletics."
So what's next on the agenda?
MICHAEL DAl, Ledger & Times
"A little vacation," Ward
at a
Billy Kennedy was named the 14th head coach of Murray State basketball Wednesday
said. "It's been about 2-1/2
news conference at the RSEC
years since I've had one."
Have a good time, Mr. Ward.
I think we would all agreed that
it's been well earned.
Edgar to SEMO: Things
about to get a little more
are
Manager Tony La Russa put
--- In Little he a double.- Edmonds said. "It
Wt IS
in the Ohio Valley
interesting
I.eague. Jim Edmonds Would was one of those things, a break fingers to both ears when asked Conference.
about that dominance.
have excitedly told his parents for us."
According to various pub"Hit rewind, I didn't hear
Marquis worked
Jason
about the grand slain he hit.
reports. former Murray
lished
a
Edmonds circled the bases around a three-run homer by that," La Russa said. "It's
State head coach and current
they're
and
year
new
brand
otherwise
an
in
Lee
Carlos
after a pair of errors on a threeTennessee assistant Scott Edgar
run double in a pis mat at-hat in solid six-inning stint, and Scott going to have a winning year.
is on the verge of becoming the
tough
of
lot
a
had
"We've
the
take
to
RBIs
two
had
Bolen
Si.
the
helping
inning.
fifth
the
that
and
guys
next head coach at Southeast
these
with
games
the
II
for
with
lead
team
the
Louis Cardinals heat
Missouri State.
8-3 Cardinals. St. Louis is 2-0 at score today was misleading."
Brewers
Milwatikee
Brewers manager Ned Yost
Barring a last-minute snag in
Wednesday night. Teammates rtew Busch Stadium after going
misafford
can't
team
his
said
at
and
talks. Edgar was
road
the
on
contract
both
50-31
he
that
loked in the dugout
needed to go out for a curtain old Busch last season, and is cues like they made in the fifth expected to be introduced as the
13-5 against the Brewers the inning when they're playing the Redhawks' new leader today.
call.
Cardinals.
two seasons.
would
last
it
lititifinc
"I was lust
He replaces Gary Garner, who
was dismissed from his post
following a 7-20 season in
2005-06 that included a 4-16
finish in OVC play.
Racer fans remember Edgar
well, as the firey coach led
MSU to a 78-40 record in four
seasons(1992-95) before leaving for Duquesne. His tenure —
which came in the middle of an
EASY
CARE
LAWN
MAKING
unprecendented run of 12 conference championships in a 13ON SALE
year span — included three
VARIETY OF
OVC titles, two trips to the
MODELS
NCAA Tournament and one
$209999 appearance in the NIT.
AVA I LABLE
It may be a poor analogy.
MODEL LT2042
But, in the minds of MSU fans,
• Briggs & Stratton
Edgar's hiring at SEMO may
engines from
V!)
be the equivalent of Rick
18.5-hp to 22-hp
Pitino's Bluegrass flip-flop
•Choice of 38", 42",
from Kentucky to archrival
44" or 50" mowers
Louisville.
• Tight 12" turning
Edgar. who was 7-1 against
radius
SEMO as the Murray State
coach, was beloved by many
Racer fans and loathed by the
SAME AS CASH
rest of the OVC. Look for that
to change. especially around
VARIET1 OF
-LINE
EASY
NEW
Murray.
NEW 250Z ZERO
MODELS
MOWERS
AVAILABLE
TURN RIDER

1,0

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
John Williams

National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
_
L Pct GB
W
1.857
6
New York
3
5.444
4
Atlanta
5
2 6 250 4 1/2
Philadelphia
5
2 7 222
Washington
6 143
1
Flonda
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
5 2 714
Chicago
5 2.714
Houston
5 3.625 1/2
Cincinnati
5 3.625 1t2
Milwaukee
3.625 1/2
5
St Louis
3 7 300 3 1/2
Pittsburgh
West Division
L Pct GB
W
4 2.667
San Francisco
5 3625
Colorado
1
4 4.500
Anzona
4 5.444 1 1/2
Los Angeles
3 4.429 1 1/2
San Diego

71"

2

months

1 -- —
1"

months '379"
SAME AS CASH

SPV21

months

s
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SAME AS CASH
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MURRAY HOME B AUTO
Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 753-2571
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IT'S THAT EASY!
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211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD

ALL-NEW LT200 LAWN TRACTOR

ON SALE

n tiny

Baverstock
Insurance Agency sta•Nle.,.
inswono•

Cards turn in team effort

SNAP

rn

American League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pet GB
W
—
6 2 750
Boston
4
2
4 500
New York
4 4 500
2
Toronto
1/2
5.444
2
4
Baltimore
5
21.2
4
444
Tampa Bay
Central Division
W
L Pet GB
—
6 2 750
Cleveland
1
3625
5
Detroit
4
2
500
4
Chicago
3
3 5 375
Minnesota
5 286 31/2
2
Kansas City
West Division
L Pct GB
W
5
4.556
Los Angeles
4.556
5
°Wand
1
5 444
4
Seattle
7 300 21.2
3
Texas

kgiayky's names
N.Y Mets 7. Washington 1
Cincinnati 9. Chicago Cubs 2
San Diego 9. Flonda 3
Pittsburgh 7. L A Dodgers 6
Colorado 6, Anzona 5
Houston at San Francisco. pod
Wednesday's Games
San Diego 7. Flonda 2
Chicago Cubs 4, Cincinnati 1
Pittsburgh 9. L A Dodgers 5
N V Mets 3, Washington 1
Philadelphia 7 Atlanta 5
St Louis 8, Milwaukee 3
Anzona 5. Colorado 4
Houston at San Francisco, pod . Rain
Thursday's Games
L.A Dodgers(Lowe 0-1) at Pittsburgh
(Perez 0-1). 11.35 a.m.
San Diego (Brazetton 0-1) at Florida
(Vargas 0-1). 12 05 p m,
N V Mets (Zambrano 0-0) at
Washington (Hernandez 1-1), 1205
p.m
Milwaukee (Davis 0-0) at St. Louis
(Suppan 0-1), 1210 p.m
Cincinnati (Milton 1-0) at Chicago Cubs
(Zambrano 0-0), 1:20 p.m.
Houston (Backe 1-0) at San Francisco
(Morris 1-0), 235 p.m., tat game
Houston (Oswalt 1-0) at San Francisco
(Cain 0-0), 805 p.m., 2nd game
Philadelphia (Floyd 0-1) at Atlanta
(Davies 0-0). 635 p.m
Colorado (Fogg 1-0) at Arizona (Ortiz 01). 8-40 p.m.
Friday's Games
Chicago Cubs (Marshall 0-0) at
Pittsburgh (Santos 1-1), 605 p.m
Milwaukee (Capuano 1-1) at N.Y Mets
(Glavine 1-0). 610 p.m.
San Diego (Park 0-0) at Atlanta
(Hudson 0-1), 635 p m.
Washington (Dtese 0-1) at Florida
(Vittliis 0-0), 635 p.m.
Cincinnati (Harang 1-1) at St. Louis
(Carpenter 1-0). 7:10 p.m.
Philadelphia (Mackson 0-0) at Colorado
(Day 1-0). 805 p.m
Houston (Pettitte 1-1) at Arizona (Webb
0-0). 8 40 p m
San Francisco (Wright 1-0) at LA
Dodgers (Penny 2-0), 9:40 p.m

Tuesday's Games
N.Y. Yankees 9. Kansas City 7
Boston 5, Toronto 3
Cleveiand 9. Seattle 5
Baltimore 8 Tampa Bay 4
Minnesota 7, Oakland 6
L A Angels 5. Texas 4
Wednesday's Games
N V Yankees 12. Kansas City 5
Chicago White Sox 4 Detroit 3
Toronto 8, Boston 4
Seattle 11, Cleveland 9
Tampa Bay 7. Baltimore 4
Minnesota 6, Oakland 5
Texas 11, LA Angels 3
Thursday's Games
Kansas City (Bautista 0-0) at N Y
Yankees (Johnson 1-1), 12 05 p m.
Chicago White Sox (Garland 0-1) at
Detroit (Verlander 1-0). 1205 p m
Oakland (Blanton 1-0) at Minnesota
(Lohse 0-1), 12.10 p m
Toronto (Lilly 0-0) at Boston (Clement
1-0). 605 p.m.
Seattle (Hernandez 0-1) at Cleveland
(Johnson 1-0)605 p.m
Baltimore (Chen (11) at Tampa Bay
(Waechter 0-0), 615 p.m
Friday's Games
Seattle (Moyer 0-1) at Boston (Schilling
2-0), 605 P.m.
Cleveland (Westbrook 2-0) at Detroit
(Rogers 1-1), 6-05 p.m.
LA Angels (Santana 1-0) at Baltimore
(Lopez 1-1), 605 p.m.
Kansas City (Elarton 0-2) at Tampa Bay
(Kazmir 1-1), 6 15 p m
N.Y Yankees (Mussina 1-0) at
Minnesota (Baker 0-1), 710 p m
Toronto (Downs 0-0) at Chicago White
Sox (Vazquez 0-0), 7.35 p.m
Texas (Millwood 0-2) at Oakland (Zito
1-1).905pm

Tiger tennis splits
with St. Mary
Wednesday's Matches
Girls
Murray High 5, St. Mary 4
Singles — Leanne Hewlett
(M) def. Paige Harrison 10-7,
Blair Lane (M) def. Mary
Catherine Z,ellmer 6-3, 6-1,
Hayman (M) def.
Ellen
McKenzie Woods 8-4, Audrey
Woods def. Addie Griffo(M)81, Marianne Perkins def. Haley
Haverstock (M) 8-1, Carson
Love def. Claire Pitman (M) 85. Exhibition: Danielle Averill
def. Halley Dean(M)8-2, Kelly
Cochran def. Courtney Perry
(M)8-0.
Doubles — Hayman-Hewlett
(M)def. Averill-Woods 6-4,6-0,
Griffo-Lane (M) def. Perkins-

Woods 8-3, Cochran-Love del.
Dean-Pitman(M)8-2.
Boys
St. Mary 8, Murray High 0
Singles — Conrad Love def.
Bradley Black (M) 8-3, Henry
Hunt def. Aaron Polivick(M)80, James Hunt def. Cameron
Barth (M) 8-1, Matt Howard
def. Trey Wall(M)8-0, Michael
Love def. Josh Hyatt (M) 8-1,
John Paxton def. Mathew Parker
(M) 8-0. Exhibition: Darren
Smith def. Luis Cignoni (M)80, Hunt-Love def. BlackPolivick (M) 8-4, AverillHoward def. Hyatt-Wall (M) 82, Hunt-Paxton def. BarthParker(M)8-0.

Cronin playing catch-up in Cincy
CINCINNATI (AP) — Mick
Cronin and his new coaching
staff were fixated on their cell
phone keypads when the food
arrived at their restaurant table.
With hardly a word exchanged,
they went on texting and recruiting.
"The waitress said, 'I've
never seen anything like this.
You guys haven't talked to each
other the whole time." Cronin
said Wednesday. recalling his
dinner from the previous night.
"We said it will be funny in a
year or two. We'll look back on
this like, 'Can you believe how
crazy that was?' I'm sure we
wiII."
There aren't many certainties
these days for Cronin, who is
three weeks into resurrecting a
University of Cincinnati basketball program that has been
through a turbulent year.
Since coach Bob Huggins
was forced out last August, one
of the nation's most prominent
programs has faced player
defections, uncertainty over the
next coach and fan backlash.

It's up to Cronin to piece the
program together — and fast.
"I do believe this was a great
fit," Cronin said. "I just need to
prove that now."
For the 34-year-old Cronin.
it's a dream job coming under
the toughest circumstances.
by
disenchanted
Fans
Huggins' ouster warmed to
interim coach Andy Kennedy.
who led the Bearcats to a 21-13
record and the NIT quarterfinals. Instead of keeping
Kennedy. the .school chose
Cronin, whose local ties have at
least temporarily quieted the
program's critics.
Cronin was a prep star in
Cincinnati and one of Huggins'
top assistants. Cronin left to
become Rick Pitino's assistant
at Louisville before the 2001-02
season, then led Murray State to
two NCAA tournament appearances in three seasons as the
Racers' head coach.
There is skepticism over
Nancy
president
whether
Zimpher — a stickler for academic excellence — will give

Cronin enough leeway to
rebuild a program that made the
NCAA tournament 14 years in a
row before Huggins was forced
out. Cronin understands the concern.
"There's so much uncertainty
in the last nine months," he said.
It
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Lindy Suitor
Nor Catch hum lop
To woo on your km5 impose
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rodeo

4011 Meta St.• 753-51142

TV, radio
TODAY
GOLF
3 p.m.
TGC — LPGA LPGA Takefue Classic.
first round at Las Vegas
USA — PGA Tour, Heritage. first
round, at Hilton Head Island, SC
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
1:10 p.m.
WON — Cincinnati at Chicago Cubs
6:30 p.m.
ESPN2 — Philadelphia at Atlanta
TBS — Philadelphia at Atlanta
NBA
7 p.m.
TNT — New York.at Cleveland
1830 p.m.
TNT — Das at Phoenix
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Loeb For Rent
Ferree For Sal.
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Leger
Notice

Help Wanted

Legal
Notice

Tom's Pizza Palace, LLC, mailing
address 506 North 12th Street, Murray,
KY 42071 hereby declares intention to
apply for a Limited Restaurant Alcoholic
Beverage By The Drink license no later
than November 11,2005, the business to
be licensed will be located at 506 North
12th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
Doing business as Tom's Pizza Palace.
The owner is as follows: Helen
Karvounis of 1807 Lincoln Ave., Murray,
KY 42071. Any person, association, corporation, or body politic may protest the
granting of the license by writing the
Department of Alcoholic Beverage
Control, 1003 Twilight Trail. Frankfort,
KY 40601-8400, within 30 days of the
date of this legal publication.

Help Wonted

lislp Wanted

IMMEDIATE OPENING
NEED EXTRA CASH?
•Minimal Hours .Monthly Pay

Taking Applications
County Route Carrier For The Murray
Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile, good driving record and
vehicle insurance. Six day per week delivery. Interested
persons should come by and pick up an application at

P

TIRED of being just a
07 Small locally owned
company
trucking
seeking OTR driver
Clean MVR & 2yrs
Flexible
experience
home time
270-994-6700
TOWN & Country
Motorsports
seeking experienced
bookkeeper Applicant
in
skills
needs
payables
accounts
accounts receivables &
data entry Please call
Ginger 753-1323 ext
121
WANTED RN/ LPN to
do insurance exams in
the Murray or Mayfield
area on a part time
basis Call

CLEAN houses or si
with elderly Call
1-270-527-1469

AEN P

• BRIGGS & STRATTON
Of Murray NEEDS A Die Cast Process Specialist

Help %hand

877-816-4902

The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.

Notice

FUN RUN

060

060

060

060

010

010

060
Help Wanted

CLEANING houses is
Call
my business
Linda H 759-9553

Calloway (;arden/Essex Downs
Apartments
505 Diuguid Dri% e • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. — 12 p.m.j6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
150
Articles

Home Furnishings

For Sete
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza. Murray to see
our large selection of
Definition
High
Televisions DLP, LCD.
Rear
&
Plasma
Projections Brands by
LG, Toshiba, Zenith.
JVC. Sanyo & Sony
We have a large selection of entertainment
centers as well as TV
carts Beasley Antenna
& Satellite 759-0901
HOT tubispa Never
used 5HP. 20 frets, digRetail
light
ital.
sacrifice
$4.300.
$1.695 Can deliver
931-538-9896

BY Stanley cherry dining room table with 2
captains & 4 side
chairs Matching lighted china cabinets Like
new Call 759-3031

COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre. 510.500 7536012

1997 Franklin dou
blewide mobile home
Nice Call 753-2452

2BR mobile home and
HOUSECLEANING
LOOKING for a post
lot $13500 753-6012
services 753-3802
tion where you can
Sportable
grow"
AWESOME 3 bedroom
MANDA Pandas fun
Scoreboards otters care Small smoke free
2 bath with wraparound
NEW Bruce solid oak
opportunities for indiporch. french door.
flooring
daycare in my home
hardwood
viduals who share our
Looking for children of
Cherry finish, 2.520 thermal pane windows
REGISTRATION: 10:30
positive commitments
nt
& much more
any age One of the
sg.ft. plus 52 ft. thresh*Minimum of 3-5 years* technical experience in a manufactunng environme
and goals. Full-time
731-584-9109
town Call
in
cheapest
$10.200.
Paid,
old.
preferred
degree
technical
and/or
d
life
For
Relay
*Strong technical backgroun
openings available for
293-5212
or
OBO
753-7031
56.200
asking
NEW Doublewide &
(Shot)
•Expenence with Root CAIN: PrObleill Solving and Process
both 1st and 2nd shifts
Call 731-247-5936
lake lot $49 99501 Call
save
to
people
NEED
preferred
Monitoring Systems
To qualify you must be
'731-584-9429
now,
their empty drink cans
.
OCEAN mist prom
detailed oriented and
*Have very strong computer/analytical skills. PLC processor knowledge
I aw ()1I
753-7129
RMAN S
Alyce
FISHE
by
dress
quality conscious be
hydraulic and electrical capabilities
Spec-elm 3 Bedroom 2
Designs. size 10, paid
to
houses
tools
WANTED
hand
use
work
to
to
able
able
skills,
tion
*Must have good leant. interpersonal & communica
Bath & lake loll' Only
$300. asking $150
clean Call 227-4353
and work with writing
Practice of Law
(
with diverse groups of people
995 Call nowm
Peddler's
$27
at
Located
fabriHaving
diagrams
initiative to
H \KRUPCY ASSISTANCE:
731 c84430
*Must he self-motivated and have a powen record of showing
Mall, Booth 64 978cation anctor electronic
Coniguars
CHAPTERS 7 &13
0397
complete tasks
skills is a plus. Position
shifts
CRIMINAL DEFENSE
*Willing to work a flexibk schedule including some weekends and off
requires moving and
OPEN 24/7
MDM COMPUTERS
DIVORCE/CUSTODY
objects
positioning
*Successful completion of drug screen and background check
Rex's Worm Farm,
A+ Certified Technician
weighing up to 75
PROBATE
ABOUT 7-1'2 miles
Irvin Cobb Rd
4600
repairs
Service,
ities'
responsibil
Die Cast Process Specialist Job will consist of the following
pounds Salary is comeast of Murray Pnvate
Murray. KY 42071
759.3556
control
process
for
System
g
Monitorin
the
Shot
of
expenelopment
mensurate with
Ph 270-436-2189
lot 436-2582
\ 1)% itiro
Hips
\I
Sportable
ming on all shifts on the Shot Monitonng System
ence
Redworms. nightLARGE 2-br. 2-bath.
&et
to
Want
L•01
Scoreboards otters a
iiking Shot Monitonny to trouble shooting
crawlers, waxworms.
$285.00. 753-6012
competitive compreviialyzing Shot Monitoring data to drive process improvements
mealworms
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
hensive benefit packMeatworms. 1,000
Identify and implement process improvement opportunities
753-3633
at
online
age. Apply
$12 post paid Ship
Trouble shoot electrical and hydraulic problems
Notice
httplIscoreboardl com
BUYING junk cars. mealworms only
1.600 Sq Ft plus covStarting salary ranges from SIX 25 - 521.70 hourly depcndent on education
'employment
trucks, tractors and
Link
DATA
PLAYSTATION 1 & 2 ered porch w'central
CALLOWAY County
and expenence.
436-5235
boats
metal
R
MICROCOMPUTE
is
Communications
GAMES Now sold/tradPictorial History &
heat & air Retail or
REPAIR
Interested applicants must respond no later than
CASH paid for
seeking experienced
ed at Wood Electronics
Family History Book(s)
office next to Rolling
17.2006
I
AN
April
TECHNICI
guns
used
good.
ns
Technicia
Cabling
on the Court Square
759-4938/753-2350
Hills Nursery on 641N
Full-time. benefits. Two
Benson Sporting
- Please submit resume online to:
Level
Entry
and
Huge Selection Great $800 00 per month
ndary
post-seco
12th,
S
years
519
Goods.
www.briggsandstratIon.com
Technicians. The posiPrices( 753-0530
1110 I OGRAPHN
759-1333
education in a related
Murray.
tions are for full time
.An Equal Opportunity Employer
Lynn's Studio
metal. 2.822 sq ft office or
SWINGSET
field required: bacheyment
emplo
t1edding - Senior
good condition $75
retail 1306 N 12th
lor's degree preferred
Experience with phone
GOOD used refngera753-8717
753-2905 or 293-1480
e
Vintage and Fun l'hotos
expenenc
years
Two
plus.
a
is
systems
tors, electric ranges,
Restorations
in network support and
is
travel
Some
heaters, air condigas
DIRT DADDY'S
computer
Apple/PC
required Benefits are
753-1001
baseboard
tioners,
and
TOP SOIL
configuration
available. Fax resume
carpetheaters. Used
a
in
Maintenance
Gravel & While ruck also
to
1 & 2 bdr income
ing. 753-4109
Active
Microsoft
060
Cali Terrell Tidwell
(270)753-1909.
based apts No pets
E
REGISTERED NURS
Directory environment
Help Wonted
Leave a message 270753-9075
150
required. Click on
JUST give us a call.
Articles
753-1970
93
227-21
seeking
is
Center
Medical
at
County
ent'
Henry
-Employm
help,
we'll be glad to
Finance
For Sale
HEIGHTS
1 OR 2br apts near
a Registered Nurse for our Home Health
wwvv.murraystate.edu
Your loved one we'll
Corporation has an
WHITE satin wedding
Murray
downtown
fullput
are
bumper
available
16FT.
department. Positions
try to find.
immediate opening for for additional informacapped
wi
starting at $200/mo
per stock trailer, like new. dress
$12.76
Salary
tion.
time and part-tie. Flexible scheduling
indi'Cause we all have
organized
well
a
sleeves size 16, $200
753-4109
Pull less than 3.000
hour Request applicais also available. Prior Home Health
Furry or Feathered
vidual with keyboard270-753-6909
Call
1. 2. 3 apts 753-1252
brakes
2147
electric
are
miles.
(270)809grads
New
at
.
tion
the
preferred
at
ce
Here
experien
Friends
ing. typing and teleafter 5PM
or 753-0606
731-514-0785
or apply at Human
Ledger & Times.
encouraged to apply.
Hiring day/night
phone skills Must be
Murray
Resources,
1.2 & 3BR apts availoutgoing. Good starting
servers.
6-MONTH old Dell
AppAerices
ive
competit
a
State University, 404
benefits,
Please call
excellent
able
offer
We
benefits.
and
salary
16
2 8Ghz
Call 753-19
hosts/hostesses &
Murray, computer.
753-8221
salary package, sign-on bonus & a career
Apply in person at Sparks Hall,
512mb
IV.
Pentium
060
EEO,
cooks with summer
ladder program. Interested candidates
Large Selection
Heights Finance, 658 KY 42071-3312.
*1BR I bath washer &
hard drive w Gateway
Help Wanted
N. 12th St. Suite B, M/F/D. AA employer
should send resume or apply in person
dryer, $335
USED
availability.
accessories Tower
KY. NURSE
Murray.
*2BR 1 Bath apt. kt
only 6-months old.
NCES
APPLIA
No phone calls.
APPLICATIONS now
Henry County Medical Center
Background and drug
practitioner/physician's
appliances. w/d. $425
keyboard and speakWard-Elkins
being accepted by loca
required
P.O. Box 1030
screening
assistant for Wound
01BR. 1 bath, with
Still
used.
never
ers
to
ready mix company
on the square
EARLY child care cenParis, TN 38242
before hiring.
Clinic in Pans. TN
study. w'd. $350
under warranty. No
mixer operator/drivers
ter looking for FT & PT
pay. great
753-1713
731-644,8472
Excellent
753-7559
monitor.
no
pnnter,
NEEDDRIVERS
OTR
include
Locations
work
to
help
summer
environment' Call
$500 00 obo Dianne
1BR apt Partial utiliTIVE
COMPETI
ED
Murray & Mayfield
birth
from
with children
1-731-287-0804. Fax
Equal Opportunity Employer
(270)761-3574
$195- mo plus
ties
BENEAND
WAGES
Health
benefits
Good
to atterschool. Apply at
1-731-287-7373
deposit 753-2934
PACKAGE
FITS
prom
CINDERELLA
& Life Insurance, 401K
logs. 15th St.. Murray.
PART time Office work. dresses. 1 size 4 yelHOME WEEKENDS
1813 near MSU $225
plan, holiday and vacasuite
BEDROOM
Class A Maintenance Position
Resume to 108 North
MUST HAVE CLASS A
FLOORING salesperlow. 1 size 8 blue $150 chest of
tion pay and profit shardrawers. Small pet possible
CDL WITH MINIMUM 3 12th Street Murray
PRE- son Previous experiCDL
each 270-492-8614
ing
dresser with mirror, Coleman RE 753-9896
lackson Purchase Medical Center has an immeYEARS OTR EXPERI- PT Sales
not ence not necessary.
Position
ce
FERRED, but
Maintenan
night stand, queen size 2BR. 1 bath. stove.
diate full-time Class A
FREE
ENCE CLEAN MVR
Warehouse work full
Hibbett Sports is hiring
required Applications
headboard $400
fndge Peggy Ann
available on the afternoon shift. Responsible
m
4-roo
DISH Network
(800)468-6087
in Murray Apply at: 642
may be picked up at time Must be able to
270-753-0259
for the operation and repair as directed of the
System. 759-532Satellite
Apply
operate a forklitt.
North 12th Street.
1835 st rt 80 east in
part-time
SEEKING
HVAC systems, steam generating,
at
hospital
starts
ing
Programm
Murray, KY 42071
at Carpet World USA.
Mayfield NO PHONE
groundskeeper for 24Get 8
o
plumbing, and electrical systems, as well as
con- $19.99/m
9-5 Monday-Saturday.
CALLS PLEASE
30 hrs per week. $7 Hibbett Sports
and painting duties. Salary
carpentry
performs
channels of Stanz
641 N.
testing.
Hwy
drug
13395
ducts
per hour Apply in per;AVON help needed
FREE for 3 months
is commensurate with experience. Previous
corn
Puryear. TN. 731-498son from 10 a.m. to 2 saintr rff hibben
Only $10 to start your
FREE DVR upgrade
e is required. Excellent benefit packexperienc
8161
advisors
p m. M-F at Murray
SAFETY
pwn Avon business 1available Ask how you
age. Interested applicants may complete an
Gardens. $2500 month, manager can get $100 rebate
Memorial
E177-420-6567
parents
application at the May-field or Murray
FOSTER
N.
641
month
trainees $3000
3223 US Hwy
Beasley Antenna &
'All Size Units
EXPERIENCED receptniployment Services offices.
needed Earn $35/day
Company will train Call
Murray. No phone
Satellite 759-0901
by opening your home
tionist for busy medical
Available
M-F 9am-1pm only' 1JACKSON PURCHASE Inquiries please
to a child in need Cali
office. Available beneGOOD used washer in.
799
800-578-8
•Now Have
fits include: 401K. NECCO at 866-306NEED person to clean
MEDICAL CENTER
dryer $250 00
TOWS Gnlle now hirhealth insurance. vaca3226
plant and laundry mat
Control
753-4109
Climate
Human Resources Department
ing for all day and night
tion pay. 25-35 hours
18 hours per week
1099 Medical Center Circle
time
25
$2
PART
sale
for
OR
STRAW
FULL
perin
Send
Apply
week.
positions
at
per
Apply in person
Mayfield, KY 42066
housekeeping. Murray
bale (day) 753-4582
resume to: P.0 Box
Boone Laundry. 605 son at 1501 N 12th St
M/FN/D .
F.F.0
in
Apply
Hotel.
Plaza
(night) 759-4718
KY
after 1PM
1040-W, Murray,
Main St
person after 6-00PM
42071

SATURDAY. APRIL 22, 2006
Murray Calloway County Park
Sponsored by: McKINNEY INS. SERVICES
ALL BIKES WELCOME

Stratton is the world's largest manufacturer of air cooled engines
casting
and is seeking a dedicated team player to provide support to our die
Applicants
company.
Added)
Value
c
EVA
(Economi
an
are
We
.
operations
nnist meet the following ininimum qualifications for eligibility:
Briggs &

STEVE VIDMER

753-1752

a

NEON BEACH 1
MINI-STORAGE

t

753-3853

CIASSIFIEDS

4B • Thursday, April 13. 2006

Pt It1.1(' kt(-HON

ESTATE A UCT I()N

Get Your Yard Sale Kit

FRIDAY,APRIL 21,2006.9 A.M.
s.vr RDAY,APRIL 22,2006.9 A.M.

Saturday, April 15, 2006•10:00 a.m.
At the home of the late Mrs. Odell Kemp
From Mayfield, KY take Hwy. 121 So. through ('oldwater.
KY. Turn South onto Hwy. 1836, follow to auction. From
Murray, KY take Hwy.. 121 North to Hwy. 1836.
See auction signs.
I ',right freezer - 36" electric cook stove - antique wood breakfast set
.A /4 chairs - nice dining table w/6 chairs - wood kitchen stool - old
Liantation table - wall lamp table - high hack rocker - old ironing
l‘kiard or kitchen stool - old slate - old wood high chair - nice old egg
hasket - old trunk tray - old metal bed - Duncan Phyfe coffee & lamp
tables - nice sofa - odd chairs - new electric lift chair - recliners - 3 pc.
bedroom suite - knee hole desk - old quilts - old lamp table - color TV
v./remote - electric heaters - some old glass & china - stem glasses
spice rack - stone mixing bowl - cast iron skillets - pots & pans - small
kitchen appliances - nice dome cake stand - old straight razor - hand
painted table lamp - pictures & frames - McCoy frog vase - iris & tulip
bowls - green canister set - baking dishes - old chandelier - child toys
- new dehumidifier - fancy needlework - feather beds - copper boiler
- old ladder -back chairs crochet set - chalk dog - floor jack - 3 pt.
pond scoop - nice metal glider- nice round oak table w/extra leaves table pads - 6 1-back chairs - nice wing back chair - beautiful ornate
!cker - marble top dresser - odd chest & vanities - nice old dresshig
lahle - old oak pier mirror - like new 16.5 Mercury riding mower 42"

Murray ledger & Times

tr

limo,TN. 120 ‘tockingbird Aye.
s‘l ALL TOOLS & MISC. ITEMS WILL 5E1.1.
FRIDAY,APRIL 21.
REAL ESTATE,ROLLING STOCK,BIG
MACHINERY WILL SELL SAT., APRIL 22
After main successful years in the Machine Shop
Business, Henry Lee Walker has retired and has
omnussioned Doug Taylor Auction Service to sell hi,
Real Estate and Machine Shop at Patblic Amason
(For details & pictures visit our website:
www.douglaylorauctiaLconi)
REAL L4TE 15,431 sq ft. in 4 different buildt,,,
Single & 3 phase wiring, natural gas, city water wt. _
Acres, Lou of Parking gF.A1 'ESTATE Wit SFI
SAT;,RDAYMjuidigAjd, - Terms & conditions tor real
.,1 du,I ion. balance within 30 tiaNs
eq,,t,
v
111011111,11\f ill 10111%.11i III I A I ( III /II \I
1997 Dodge Rani.
dually •
+ 1994 Ford, 150:SU kitt,
1993 Dodge Ram 150 Cummins diesel, I ton, flatbed +
to SO
75
+
flatbed
VS.
5s2,
19115 International, diesel 9L.
pieces of machinery - mills, lathes. grinders, forkldts, saws,
welders„ presses + assorted small tools + assorted drills,
bits, cutting blades, collets, taps, dies, Key Way Brow-he,
calibrators + much more.
Nat Responsible for Ace idenu •Laub Available

And Make Your Event a Success!

435-3144 I)‘RREI I. BF.
1)%\ \III I
ERRN I). PASCHALL 767-9223 %I CTION1 I R .-.
Licensed & Bonded in kl & "lYnn. #12111 Firm 2333
•lly Service Doesn't Cost, It Pnys••

PRICES•
,,,, at, a as ,110,.1 I
0.' .00000i 1
.1 V
,iii If.
,
•I •3
w
0

t __ ,....-

• 140 Bright Pre-Priced Labels

AKC Collie puppies
270-354-6519

• Pre-Sale Checklist

CFA Persian kittens.
753-9570 after 5PM
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858
FULL blooded Lab
puppies Born 2/23/06
Weaned & ready for a
$100
home
good
each 435-4132

and 'Mid) more
Auction held rain or shine. Sot responsible for accidents.
Lunch as ailablc.
I.: 4354420
DAN \ III I I.R 435-4144 DARRELL BF
tIONFIFIts
ACC
767-9223
PASCHALL
I).
TERM
Licensed & Bonded in K1 & 'Fenn. 41281 Firm 2333
"My :Service Mesta', tosr. It Paplimmr • •••fr

1r

VERY nice 1BR 1BA
All appli
C G/1-1/A
ances, 1 year lease, 1
No
month deposit
pets 753-2905
Houses For Rent

A Hot Spot Location
On The Busiest Street In Town!
In 2 Tracts & Combined

CLOSE to campus! 2
bedroom rental house
References. 1 year
lease. Available spring
No pets, please $400
a month. $400 deposit
436-5085

Zoned 81 Hwy Commercial

SlorepeRentels
1131
[
FOrmar Accoasestlisst Office,
Situated On .20 Acre
Reception Area - Private Offices - Workroom
Conference Room - Two Restroemis
Central System Concrete Parking
Sells At 6:00 P.M. - Regardless Of Price!!
, Stone Dwelling
I Situated On
.13 Acre
%.
A Great Lot With
at
'
Frontage On
Parts Rd "Hwy 121"
. 1.
And S. 3rd Street
Purchase Terms
15*. Down Day Of Sale. Balance in 30 Days
'

AMES R. CASH
EKKER

RC

^2,s AIXTIONEEP 6 ;EA,ESTE
J
FANCY FARM KY-270-623-8466 RC

"The Selling Machine
war ww.jairesetesecaste.corre

•
•
•

MOVING SALE
102 NORTH 9TH
STREET
SAT APRIL 15
7:00-?
Washer.dryer,
dishwasher. refrigerators, mattress &
boxsprings. sofa,
loveseat, all must
go. Great buys!

1BR all appliances
Oaks Apts starting a
$275 Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR-4BR a pa rtrientS
Ask about move in tree
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR apt $400/mo
water.
Includes
garbage & gas. near
university Call
753-2225
2BR, central gas heat
central air $275 and
up some with new carpet Coleman RE
759-4118
NOW LEASING
1 2 A 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
ID° 11-800-648-6056
SMALL 1BR no pets,
water paid 753-5980

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $340 00
38R $425 00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
MSU,
TO
CLOSE
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covarea
picnic
ered
$275/mo unfurnished
$325/mo nicely furrushed. 762-0991 or
559-1164
2BR. some utilities
No
paid, $270/mo
pets 767-9037
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
28R From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

823 S. 4th
Fri & Sat
(rain or shine)
6AM-6PM
tools, toys, Jewelry,
books, DVDs, CDs,
dryer, lots of household stuff, burn barrels. Too much to
list, come see!

2004 Suzuki Hayabusa
6 700
1300
GSX
miles 293-1916
2003 Kawasaki KFX50
4-wheeler, 2003
Kawasaki KX60 dirt
bike. Call for details
(270)436-2667

[

AselEstile

NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
Tuesday, April 18th, At 6:00 P. M.
"The Van Prince CPA Office & Dwelling"
848 & 852 Paris Rd - 6th St
nil aaril. Villel3r• WA i,•C lr

J

TENT SALE

e",•• ,: s mimi

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

24X24 storage, 1 mile
south on 641
293-6430
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

GIGANTIC
MOVING SALE
1210
MAIN STREET
FRI & SAT
8:00AM-5:00PM.
Alot of furniture, dining
table & chairs, couch,
vacuum. mffors, kitchen
items, shoes lots of
knick knacks, lamps
barbre dolls &
microwave oven

YARD SALE
1610
BELMONT DRIVE
FRIDAY 12-6
SATURDAY 8-2
Baseball cards. sports
memorabilia, karaoke
machine, electric
fans, compact refrigerator. childrens toys
games, bicycle, craft
supplies. tennnis
hopper. Easter items

Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th St.

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
"Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
'Sate & clean
•We sell boxes,
'We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

YARD SALE
2022 DOCTOR
DOUGLAS ROAD
(ST RT 1536)
CORNER OF
WRIGHT &
DOUGLAS
FRIDAY APRIL 14
7:30AM-2PM
Bath accessories, old
rocking chair. 2 saddles
& tack, guilt cloth,
trolling motor. misc

402
MAPLEWOOD
CIRCLE
94 EAST
FRI&SAT
8-?

ft
sq
1.700+
retail/office space for
lease High traffic location just north Of
WalMan on Hwy 641
New center Available
Reasonable
now
Contact Jeff
rates
Sparks at 753-8887 or
759-9974

Treadmill, pony
saddle, horse
equip., boys &
womens clothes.
dolls, toys,
household items.
much more

707 South 12th Street
South Center. 1.200
sq.ft.. 710 sq.ff.
753-1252. 753-0606

4063 AIRPORT RD

YARD SALE

1-275 acres Owne
available
financing
(270)489-2116 leave
message
FOR sale by owner
new custom home
located in Country Club
Estates/3 weeks from
completion Please call
for
270-767-2229
details
Haley Professional
Appraising
'tor what its worth"
(270)759-4218
TWO story bnck apartment building with 5
two-BR units Excellent
income -producer
$125,000. See listing
#27720 at
www.allthelistings.com
270-753-4109.
270-227-1545

Barkley
KY-LAKE
Waterfront Bargain! 43
acres only $229,900.
Surveyed w/ country
road. water, & electnc
Call owner
270-924-4328
Barkley
KY-LAKE
Waterfront Bargain! 43
acres only $229,900.
Surveyed wr country
road. water, & electric
Cali owner
270-924-4328
440
Lots Fu Sale
HALF acre lot 7 miles
east of Murray on new
Highway 80. $6,500
270-293-2552

FRI 4/14
SAT 4/15

Antique furniture.
Petroliana collection
camping gear, Guitar
signs. many misc
items. All quality
I
merchandise

Sport Utility Vehicles
11111

3BR. 2BA bnck, 2-ca
dollhouse
garage,
5126,400 293-0013
FOR sale by owner
115 Murray Estates
Drive. 4BR. 2.5 baths.
$289.000. 753-9775

$20

3

$35

1/2 PRICE
LAWN
SERVICE
FREE
ESTIMATES
(270753-8941

Services Offered

Collins
293-4954
and
Carpetnry
Restoration No job too
small
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters
junk & tree work
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 29
years experience. Call
Carters

A SII
•

\I It

• shod,irmitnill
• ..,:tilter
• other ,er.ices
gliaran

227-4994

Grand
Jeep
99
Laredo.
Cherokee
4WD. silver, V8, 81K, 1
owner, non-smoker.
loaded, $9,000
753-7684

Mower
Joe's
A-1
Repair. Tune up speFree
cials.
pickup/delivery
436-2867.

92 Cougar. 60.000 on
fresh engine. new AC.
radiator, starter &
more. $3,500 OBO
753-4109

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete
removal, tnmming, etc
Also Tractor work,
tearing down buildings.
hauling, gutter cleaning. 436-2867

Used Trucks
2003 Chevy Silverado
LS, ext. cab 4dr, very
clean. 30.000 miles
767-9762
'72 Chevy pickup.
restored.
recently
$5,995 OBO 761-3157
510
Campers
2004 28 ft. like new
many extras Must sell
(270)436-2323

8 ft inflatable Sea
Eagle with trolling
mount
&
motor
Consider trade for a
Grumman canoe
759-0386 PM only
97 Glastron 25 ft..
condition
excellent
for
Call
$20.000.
details (270)436-2667
1995 Gibson 47 ft.
cabin yacht. 460 hours.
2 heads, radios. sleeps
8. generator, fly budge
covered
Always
Motivated seller. See at
Kenlake Marina Call
Ed (270)362-8343

ranty New aluminum
live well. new 12 volt
agitator. new depth
finder. new 2,000 pd
winch. new trolling
motor. 2 new batteries,
3 new seats, hoops
nets. new slats baskets. 2 new leaded gill
nets. about 1,000 pds.
of cheese.
731-614-0785

Green Acres
Lawn Care:
*Shrub and tree
trimming
'Cutter cleaning
*Other services
'Quality service at
affordable prices
227-8658

C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home. Home repairs.
additions, decks, roofing, floor covering.
landscaping, siding
-FREE ESTIMATESCall (270)753-1499 Of
(731)247-5464
jcrobertson@wk.net

FreCCsillf11.11

1993 SeaRay 180
135HP
Bownder
RANCH Style House &
outboard
Mercury
105 acres, 1 mile from
motor Great ski boat.
SW school, 3 bedcondition.
Excellent
rooms. 2 fult baths,
kept. 1 owner.
Garage
30x40 heated shop, 4
270-293-1994.
stall horse barn. 22x40
759-9702
shed,
equipment
$224,900 Shown by 16X48 flat bottom
appointment 753-9212.
25HP
Lowe, new
753-3992
Yamaha still under war-

7AM-3PM
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3.000 sq ft
restrooms
parking
of
plenty
excellent location near
judicial building 404 N
4th St complex.
759-3772.

Mowing
Lawn
1
mulch, other services
also 227-8658

Yard Sele
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baby clothes, tour
wheeler, misc.
household & other

$28

530
Swims Wind

Homes For Sale

64 Cain Dr.
641N, 464W, 3rd
road on right
Apr. 14 & 15
8:00-4:00

2

1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray
Office hours: 7:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday-Friday

• Sales Record Form

2 PARTY
YARD SALE

$16

LEVGIR&VMEs

• Successful Garage Sale Tips

YudSsle

$18

CALL JILL OR JULIE AT
753-1916 FOR DETAILS!

• 2 Fluorescent 11' x 14" All-weather Signs

construction
NEW
completion.
nearing
2,500 sq ft. split bedrooms..3BR, 2 bath formal DR, open floor
plan, patio, all brick.
End of Edinborough
West off Robertson Rd.
S $210,000. 293-0139
daytime or 753-1500
between 5-8PM
ON Payne St., new
1.500 sq.ft. house.
Large garage and
deck. Ready to paint.
Brick and vinyl. In mid$130,000. 293-9132 or
489-2715

1

includes all words in ad

•

Each Kit includes:

Tuesday, April 18, 2006•10:00 a.m.
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31-70
words'

30 words 4f of
or less' days

Doug Tailor Auction Service

PUBLIC AUCTUIN
.M the Dan Miller Auction Barn, I.ynn Grove, KY. From Mayfield,
K take 121 So. through Coldwater. KY.'Bum South 1836. Follow
to auction. From Murray, KY hike Hwy.94 West to Lynn Grove,
see auction signs..
I arge postcard collection - kfterson one cent stamp - longest running postcard
any - 1873-1/493 Jefferson postcards - postcards tells about World War II 141 card A World At War - Dec. 7, 1941 - 233)43 American Dead in Battle s 942 postcard Into The Battle - 1943 Turning The Tide Card - 1944 Road To
1945 Victory At Last - Germany Surrender May 7 - Japanese
Victory
Surrender Aug. 14 - Atomic Bombs. Dropped By B-29 on Hiroshima Aug. 6
And Nagasaki Aug. 9th - other World War II writings - old picture postcards
wall pictures. some old glass & china -old fishing lures - open face reels
car ramps - new bath spa - hanging light - area rugs - cast iron items - old
ireck air machine - also king breeze machine - world globe - new camo
Atuipment - large lot ot 1,.P. records - lot of ,Axikbixiks - hand painted vanity
nip - wall decorations - rear tine tiller - Craftsman Br 2.5 H.P. radial ,u-m
,aw - #20 Dlo.er plow • !octal bed - new light fixtures - garden planter - gas
cal Hower .1.1I.P.--1(f..compound miter saw v./bag - cutting torch wigauges
ilea% y duty Milwaukee hammer drill - barrel pump -. barb wire - nice breakI as' set v.Iii chairs - nice dining table w/6 chairs - glass door lighted china cabk:t - nice game table w /6 chairs - oak church pews - nice loveseat - 2 sofas ice picture & haws - set of hunk beds - 3 pc. bedroom suite - odd chest &
- maple lamp table bookshelf - fine old egg basket - oblong dough tray
high back rocker - single & double sink - air tank - corner cabinet -nice office
,iesk & maklung tile she,is - S 0 sliding door w/frame - auto. washer & dryer

e or
Sale Ad,
ardPtircha8

•

TERMS & CONDMONS OF PERSONAL PROPERT1
Complete settlement day of auction. Payable in CASH,
CASHIER'S CHECK. or PERSONAL CHECK with CURRENT BANK LETTER OF CREDIT guaranteeing payment,
made to Doug Taylor Auction Service required by ALL persons not persorw., I. • • •,, 15,• ,u, tion company.
s CONTACT:
win S.,

cut auto drive and much more.
Not res ii nsible for accidents. Lunch available.

01;pm,

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks. sun
rooms, vinyl siding.
mobile home repair,
sagging floors, termite
& water damage. Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
ANDRUS Excavating
•Certifled septic
installation
*Custom dozer
backhoe service
•Ponds
•Driveways
•Insurecl
753-9503. 978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293:8.726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

APPLIANCE
REPAIR & PARTS
CHAD B. HUGHES
22 YEARS EXPERIENCE
(270) 226-9398
(2701 492-8191

Clean Cut Lawn
Mowing Service
FREE ESTIMATES
293-1924

WI( Paintless Dent

293.2780 • 759.5811
FREE ESTIMATES
1)It I \ 1111 II DI Its
iisslio I I I\

A. CONCRETE COMPANY
-Spricislizing in'
•Oriviivrays Piatis •Waillts
Patios .Stabs
•Baseensintarsaragurs
'FREE ESTIMATES'
Licensed & Insured
Jonathon Anglin
(931)$27-7363
storm
CONCRETE
shelters Underground
and hillside $1.825 to
$1,925 for a 10-12 person shelter
270-978-0404
CUSTOM tractor work,
garden tilling, blade
bushhogging.
work.
L. Carroll,
Gerald
Owner 492-6159,
293-0163
DAVE'S LAWN CARE
• Mowing & Mulching
• Shrub & Tree trimming
• Gutter Cleaning
• Free Mowing
"Professional work
at affordable paces'

FRI I I 51151511s
i '711093.0433
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential ana
small commercial
painting needs
*Interior & Extenor
'Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
*No job too small
•Free estimates
753-8858.
JS Lawn Care. 6 years
Liability
experience
Mowing.
insured.
mulching, shrub trimming, leaf & lawn pickup. (270)705-1862
1.1 S IN's I \\\ N
R\ II I

2274575
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Services
Specialize in
"We
Cleaning"
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing
'Mobile Homes
•Brick
•All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning
Available
'We Use Hot Water
'Parking Lots &
Driveways
David Borders
(270)767-0313 or
(270)527-7176

ill 12-1i.
!tome .2711. 75.9-9F,45

PEERY
LAWN CARE
•FULLY INSURED
•FREE ESTIMATES

DECK
INSTALLATION
AND REPAIR
Need a quality deck"
Call Lewis Deck
Installation:
1270)293-9194.
Free quotes.
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
293-5438

753-21 72
293-1 761
LAWN MOWING
AND COMPLETE
LAWN CARE
Reasonable Rates
'Insured''
753-2452 or 293-3161
LAWN Mowing. Free
estimates Call Craig
Fox at 270-492-8156,
270-293-0034
;U
k‘‘

I ()‘‘‘)
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IMIICI1111!!.
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miming. Please
call tor lair
est i male
753-SDS2

COT HAIL,
Dr. Dent
,t1

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

BTM Excavating

753-7646
227-3032
BUSH hogging, gardening, mechanic
work, hauling off
scrap (270)978-1170.
(270)759-9795
A. tamescarom
trAltlit
-hoselalleas
411Mellitrig 4friarott Orem
tOnpeleiSsedllealsespe
Anitten Arisen
MIER INMATES
Urrareel& insured

I)SW
jp

Rr•idtnli.il A I mum.rt ial
20 years experience
Free exlimalex.
2/6-0505
ELECTRICIAN
New Const /Remodel/
or trouble Lic and ins
w/ 30 yrs exp Call
753-7091
FUTRELL S Tree
Service
removal
Trimming,
slump grinding, firewood Insured
4fia 281c1
GARDEN OF EDEN
LAWN CARE
OWING & TRIMMING
LEAF REMOVAL.
HEDGES TRIMMED.
GUTTER CLEANING
489-2689

LAWNS mowed and
lobs.
odd
other
prices
Reasonable
759-1811
LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing
Mulching
Landscaping
Satisfaction guaranteed
•s•ninr CitizenDismount'
Call 753-1816
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
"since 1971"
'Carpets •Upholstery
•Emergency Water
Removal 'Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
"Got Dirt'?"
753-5827
QUALITY lawn care. 11
years experience. Free
estimates 293-8292

CIASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & limes

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
*Reach over 1 million
readers with one call!
Contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
at 1-502-223-8821 for
more information about
placing a 25-word classified in 70 newspapers
for only $250
AUCTIONS
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suit, mortgage notes &
cash
flows
JG
Wentworth #1 1-800794-7310

•New Wolff Tanning
Beds_ Free Shipping &
$500 in free lotion. 800www.tan321-6576;
ningbed.tv
*Wolff Tanning Beds.
Buy direct and Save!
Full Body units from $22
a month! Free Color
Catalog. Call Today! 18 0 0 - 8 4 2 - 1 30 5
www.np.etstan.com
HEALTHCARE

Free
Craig
:156,

ce

and
jobs
inces

ICE

ireed

°tint
16

istery
ater
ick

*Delta Trucking School:
Accepting Trainees for
Werner, Swift. CR
England, others! 16 day
CDL! $0 down, student
financing! Tuition reimbursement avail. Job
placement asst. MonSun 1-800-883-0171x6

SPORTING/SPORTING GOODS

*Cherry
Blossom,
Georgetown, voted #1
FOR RENT
public
access
golf
*Find affordable rental course of 2004-2005 by
Magazine.
housing
on GolfWeek
Section
www.KyRents.org! Free KPGA
host.
searching, free listings! Championship
Provided
by
the Memberships available.
Kentucky
Housing 502-570-9849 or visit
Corporation.
Equal our website www.cherryblossomgolf.com
Housing Opportunity.
FOR SALE

ED
1- ES

INSTRUCTIONAL

*Grocery
Store
Equipment
Auction.
Tuesday, April 18th,
10am. 9236 Westport
Rd, Louisville,
KY
40242. 12% Buyers
Premium. www taylorauction.net.
Mark
Taylor
Auctioneer 'Earn Degree online
KYN6138.
618-889- from home 'Medical.
6899
'Business, 'paralegal,
'Computers, 'Criminal
BUSINESS
Justice. Job placement.
OPPORTUNITIES
Computer
provided,
*Loan Closing Service. Financial aid if qualify.
8 6 6 )8 5 8 - 2 1 2 1
$2,000
investment_
Represent
Internet www.onlinetidewalenders closing loans in terlech.corn
borrowers
homes
MEDICAL
Permanent PT' FT
Power
income. We train. Visit •New
us
at: Wheelchairs, Scooters
Absolutely no cost to
www.ccciosers corn
you Call Toil Free 1BUSINESS
866-346-4046
SERVICES
REAL ESTATE/REAL
*Attention
ESTATE FOR SALE
Homeowners: Display
*Four
Bedroom, six bath
homes wanted for vinyl
brick home within six
siding, windows, roofs,
miles of the Red River
kitchens. Guaranteed
Natural
financing! No payments Gorge and
Bridge Area. $240.000.
until Fall 2006. Starting
Adjoining
properties
at $99 month. Call 1available. Call Dwaine
800-251-0843
606-663-3610.
EQUIPMENT
*Lakefront Log Home,
FOR SALE
$99.900 New 2000 Sq.
*SAWMILLS from only Ft Log Home on Lake
$2,795! Convert your Cumberland,
KY
LOGS TO VALUABLE Jamestown/
Russell
LUMBER with your own Springs area 1st time
Norwood portable band available April 221 800sawmill. Log Skidders 770-9311, ext 56
also
available.
www_norwoodindus- *Looking to own land?
tries.com Free informa- Invest in rural acreage
America:
tion: 1-800-578-1363 throughout
mountain.
coastal,
ext3OON
waterfront properties.
FINANCIAL
20 to 200 acres. FREE,
•$$Cash$$ Immediate monthly Special Land
www.landcash for structured set- Reports:
tlements, annuities, law wanted.corrYsw

\

2E

*Technology firm of 20
years seeking qualified
hardware
technician
and
programmer.
Technical degree or
equivalent work expenence required. Full
descriptions/ resume
submission at www.customwareinc.corn

Medical
*Basic
Insurance w!FIX card.
Call Today! 800-7944208. For only $7/day
use any doctor, dental,
vision, preschption, life
insurance and more.
800-794-4208.
HELP WANTED
*Deliver medical equipment to patients in their
home
' throughout
Central
Kentucky.
Experience with driving/delivery preferred.
CDL not required. FAX
resume to
Greene
Respiratory 513-8310507

*Hunt Elk, Red Stag.
Buffalo, Whitetail, Boar.
Season August 25,
2006-March 31. 2007
Boar all year
Guaranteed license
$5.00, we have a nogame, no-pay policy.
book now. Days
(314)209-9800,
evenings (314)2930610

*Respiratory TherapistWork your own schedule assessing oxygen
patients in their homes.
Reimbursement
per dedicated and local
assessment. Choose runs (2yr recent exp
your own Kentucky terri- required) 866-270-2665
tory.
FAX
resume: www.abdrivers.corn
Greene
Respiratory •EITC gets flatbed driv513-831-0507
ers home every week*Sell the HOTTEST end with BIG payCompany
product in insurance checks!
history! $0 Premium Drivers start up to
Medicare
Advantage 42cpm, 0/0's avg.
w/Part D Included. $1 58 all miles: CALL
Complete line of life. 8 0 0 - 2 3 8 - 6 8 0 3 ,
health, & mortgage pro- WWW.BTCtlat corn
tection products. 'Earn
$1.25042,000 weekly.
530
'Leads provided •No
Services Offered
prospecting or cold call-'
mg. 'Work 3,4.5 days.
'Very high closing
METAL Of MURRAY
'Lifetime renewals. Lite
6" Condoning!'
8,
license
Health
Gutter,IVA
required. Call 1-866& Metal R
224-8450 ext.1203

%vices Offered
WILL do mowing
0 753-4123

*Driver: New pay package. High freight volume. starting
rate
40cpm and higher
Hometime guaranteed,
Full Benefits, Assigned
trucks. 6 months expenence required. 800-4414271 Ext- KY-100
*Driver; No Experience.
No Problem: Tuition
paid training. CDL-A in 2
1/2 weeks! Tuition reimbursement for recent
graduates! Must be 21
Call
Van
CRST
Expedited. 800-5532778.
*Driver- Now Hiring
qualified drivers for
OTR positions. Food
grade tanker, no hazmat, no pumps, great
benefits, competitive
pay & new equipment.
Need 2 years experience,
Call
Bynum
Transport for
your
opportunity today. 800741-7950.
*Driver,
Owner
Operators, High Freight
volume, Up to 74% to .
truck. Average weekly
revenue over $2,773.
Average weekly all
miles 1626. Freight your
choice. 800-441-4271
ext. KY-100
Owner
*Driver,
Operators
Only:
Average $1.20/ mile.
Home weekend. No
forced dispatch. Plate
program. Older trucks
welcome. Quick start.
Call Max & T&T! 1-800511-0082
*DriversAttention
Company OTR Up to
.50cpm with : experience, benefits, quality
hometime +refrigerated.
Regional/
Dedicated
positions available for
upper Midwest. Call' 1800-879-2486 x286
*Drivers:
Attention
Owner Operators! Earn
up to $1.41mi. Free
base plates, permits,
Qual-Com. No touch
freight! Company drivers, Check Us Out! 1800-879-2486 x286
Local,
*Drivers:
Dedicated, Regional &
OTR Drivers neededpay up to 43 cpm, average $50k/ year +benefits. Only 90 days CDL
exp required. Buy your
own 2004 or 2005
Freightliner conventional- $0 down, no credit
check, low payments. 1877-452-5627.

*Experienced
Inexperienced drivers:
No CDL, No Problem!
TRAVEL
Swift Transportation
*Panama City Beach. needs drivers. Local
Sandpiper
Beacon available. ExperiencedBeach Resort. From Call Jamie.
$49 (1-2 p. or arrive lnexpenenced- Call
Sun) Mon- FREE night, Cameron
888-503expires 5/17/06. restnc- 5151.
lions). Pools, river hde.
suites. 800-488-8828. *Our top driver made
www.sandpiperbea- $67,580 in 2005 running
our Ohio region. How
con.com
well would you do?
*Pawleys
Island, Home most weekends!
Litchfield, Litchfield by 401k! Blue Cross/ Blue
the Sea & Debordieu, Shield! 1 year OTR
SC. Affordable house/ experience
required.
condo rentals. Beach Heartland Express 1vacations start here! 8 0 0 - 4 4 1 - 4 9 5 3
www.lachicotte. corn. www.heartiandexFor availability call 1- press.com
800-422-4777
*Travel the USA for Pay!
TRUCK DRIVERS
Deliver 'new' RVs,
HELP WANTED
busses and trucks to all
Canada.
*ACT NOW!!!! Class A & 48 states and
in Get paid to see the
Drivers
wyvvv.horizionLOUISVILLE. KY & country
GEORGETOWN, KY transportcom

Owner:
Greg Mansfield

are 11
• Free
292

•DnverKnight
Transportation- "Your
Hometown
National
Carrier' Looking for
Owner
dependable
Operators that don't like
to sit We got miles to
make 0/0s smile 888346-4639 www knight
trans com
Class-A
CDL 18 months OTR

WANTED: Yards to
mow Reliable
293-6119

Blhursdas, %pril 13. 21106 •58
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LET US HELP YOU PROMOTE

K&C

YOUR RUSIPIESS.—

Home Improvement

Give us a call lad we can sive yen
details as Mk 2z2 ad.

Bathrooms, kitchens, flooring & windows.
drywall & painting, decks & siding,
metal rooting.
Concrete masonry' repair & replacement.

Murray Ledger (I Times
Classifieds
Jill Stephens
Julie Brown
753-1916

Tuck pointing & power washing.
Journeyman carpenter.
28 years experience. Insured.

(270)527-9040 or (270)836-5587
[

'RAJ

PAINTED
METAL ROOFS

ome

1111yrOVeMentS

Installed, 16 colors.
.10 years experience
Call Dennis R.
Caner. Hazel.
270-4924688

Services Offered

CONTRACTORS

'Rooting
705-2787 5340039

270-227-21 15

HOME REPAIR,
BUILDING SERVICES
& METAL ROOFING

Calloway
Trash Service

o'r

iliplete new roots.
Ingle rubber, pain-

I.

I metal 10 yrs.
I) Call Dennis R
arter, Hatel
270-492-8688

Former publisher pleads
\A
guilty to false imprisonment,
theft of stealing car with kids
MANATEE, Fla. (AP) — A former newspaper publisher from
Michigan pleaded guilty Tuesday to
false imprisonment and grand theft
for stealing a running car with three
children inside from a parking lot.
William R. McHugh,52 of Mount
Pleasant, Mich., had faced several
kidnapping charges that could have
carried life sentences. But his plea
deal instead lowered the charges to
two third-degree felonies with a sentencing cap of three years, The
Herald of Bradenton reported.
Sentencing is set for June 22.
"We're hopeful that the court will
give him no more than a county jail
sentence," said McHugh's attorney,
Joseph Campoli. "That's what we're
certainly shooting for."
McHugh was arrested last year.
Police reported that McHugh stole a
silver Chrysler parked outside a
bowling alley with three children
ages 3, 7, and 8 in the back seat. The
children's mother had left them in the

Hamilton
Granite & Tile
hen ounterloo
•SrLohm • tile %Of 4
Displas room
Ill Ns At novo moo
iairtookrolr,

AI Stirs I la t GL1
Ii slit.Aks +FT MASI
, Iltior 101 WNW'.
1127007-4,011*

Mood

RESICOM

We do d all'
"Landscaping "Stump
grinding *Tree work
'Pressure Washing
'Painting 'Seal Drives

STEWART
Home
Maintenance A nandyman service
270-556-8891

car with keys in the ignition while
she went inside the bowling alley.
Deputies caught up with the car
after one of the children inside the car
called 911 from a cell phone, and
they arrested McHugh. He was then
held on $1.5 million bond.
McHugh was publisher of the
Morning Sun in Michigan from
November 1999 to August 2004.
According to a report by the
Morning Sun, the Florida arrest came
days after he was charged with sexrelated crimes in Kentucky.
After leaving the Morning Sun.
McHugh was named general manager of the Floyd County Times, a
twice-weekly
newspaper
in
Prestonburg. Ky., according to the
report. Two female employees at the
Floyd County Times accused
McHugh of inappropriately touching
them in October 2005.
He was released from the Floyd
County jail Oct. 10,

•LOWEST PRICE
III RELIABLE
IR RATES AS LOW AS
VS/MO

761-3740 293-4045

YARD WORKS
Prune mow & trim
Odd lobs
(270)227-7148, Lyle
VINYL siding Free
estimates 10 years
experience Call
293-1974 or 753-2452

State sthool board
settled flap over
B.C., A.D. on tests
FRANKFORT, ky. (API -- Students in
Kentucky's public schools will continue to see the
historical references BC. and A.D. on tests.
The state board of education decided Tuesday to
continue using the acronyms B.C. for Before Christ
and A.D. for Ann() Domini, Latin for in the year of the
Lord.
However, hoard members decided to supplement
the traditional dating method with CE.. or Common
Era. and B.C.E., Before Common Era.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher had weighed in on the issue on
Monday, saying he opposed dropping the traditional
system for describing historical dates.
The Family Foundation in Lexington had criticized
the move to drop B.C. and A.D., saying it was an
effort to sterilize the teaching of history in schools.
Lisa Gross, a spokeswoman for the Kentucky
Department of Education, said a draft of a revamped.
600-page guidebook for teachers recommended the
change. However, the final version proposed using all
four acronyms.
Gross said C.E. and B.C.E. are coming into wider
use. and Kentucky students need to know what they
mean in case they encounter them on college placement tests."We wanted to make sure kids are exposed
to those terms," Gross said.

Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for change someone's mind. If you
really let go and let others be,.
Friday, April 14, 2006:
Clearly, others often might not your sense of well-being will be
agree with your assessment of enhanced. Whiz through your
what needs to happen "this year. -work) Tonight: Easy does it.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
You might not care either. Think ****
Your perverse sense of
positively and drive the bargain humor and unusual creativity just
you want. Working with people might save the day when dealing
becomes an immediate and with a tough situation. Don't say
needed skill. Your personality yes to anything you aren't commelts barriers. Use this ability to fortable with. Loosen up and let
the max. If you are single. you your mind wander. Tonight: Start
will want an important relation- your weekend right.
ship and are likely to meet that LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
person this year. You might go *** Knowing when to vanish
can make a considerable differthrough one relationship before ence in what goes down. You
you meet the right person. If you might be overwhelmed: honor
are attached, your relationship those feelings. You might be
will blossom with extra care. Do able to call it an early day, or betmore exclusively for the two of ter yet, start the weekend early.
Tonight: Happy as can be.
you. SCORPIO reads you cold.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
The Stars Show the Kind of ***** Speak your mind, and
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: others will hear you. Don't auto4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so: matically assume the worst. Go
the other way: assume the best.
1-Difficult
Positive thinking will pay off.
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Your ability to work as a
team comes to the forefront.
What occurs today is a strong
readout about how much giveand-take you have. You are
coming from a strong sense of
what is right for you. Rethink,
taking_ in the big picture. Tonight:
As you like.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Others will want you to
defer to them. You could be as
stubborn as a Bull, or easygoing.
It's your call. You might want to
just not get involved, and let others not only have their way. but
see the ramifications of their
actions. Tonight: Say yes.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Emphasize what you
can do. and don't get caught up
in a roadblock or a need to

Make calls of importance later in
the day. Tonight: Others delight
in hearing from you.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Strap in your wallet and
think positively. What you feel
might be going on could be very
different from reality Someone is
tough and inordinately demanding. You can and will say no.
Listen to suggestions. Tonight:
Easy does it.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You might want to
rethink a decision more carefully
at this point. You might not
always be as in control as you
would like. Understand what is
going on with those around you,
lighten up and live for the
moment. Tonight: As you like,
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
** Maintain a low profile and/or

take the day off if you can. You
need and deserve some personal time away from the rat race.
You will return much better for
the time oft. Do whatever you
can to clear out of and away
from the daily grind. Tonight:
Mysterious works.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Your intentions might be
excellent, but you will have to
wade through others' stuff to get
your message heard. You will be
greeted by success, and as a
result, you and others will be
happy. You lust need to use your
stick-to-itiveness. Tonight: Kick
up a storm.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You might want to
rethink a personal matter or be
rfore careful with someone you
care about. You could be a bit off
or making a bigger story out of a

situation than you need to
Lighten up. Tonight: In the limelight.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your vision of what might
be workable could be a lot different from someone else's, Do
some information-gathering, and
you will come up with good solutions. Others will naturally bend
for you if you don your pleasant
manner. Tonight: Away you go.

BORN TODAY
Actress Julie Christie (1941),
singer Loretta Lynn (1935),
actress Sarah Michelle Gellar
(1977)
•.•
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2006 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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• Drapery • Speciaity Rth
• Custom Bedding
• Upholstery • Accessori(
• Design Service
•Custom Blinds Availabl,

Than 1,tItil
Fabric., Including Silk.,

,Vov. Offering Wore

15% OFF

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield
View Our
Entire Inventory at
www.
bennettmotorsinc
.com

Upitaistar,Services
Ordered in the Month
()I kpril'
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

270-753-6361

1-800-363-4720

GE Profile Stainless
Interior Dishwasher

1ftviet.c7,/
.
and Building Products
MIRACLES. Detail
housecleaning construction clean up &
yard work. 26 years
experience.
References. If interested. please call
767-9.428 or 227-4796

"We Service Most Brands

re.gargprodials
7,en Ale( 7p.ei Vela! E.uidt.e9 &Z5ei.r.9
..1whieeet'mew
Commercial•Farm • Residential • Post-Frame Building Packages -7
4:7,7
,
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MURRAY
APPLIANCE

194 Keystone Dr.• Mayfield, KY 42066 (Behind Save-A-Lot)
Hwy 45 N • 1/2 Mile South of Purchase Pkwy
=,

270-251 -2770 :a raft1

212 East

Locaily owned & operated • Call Rodney Keeling or Paul Travis today!

MURRAY SIDING
a Wocoovv ComPAter
•svvyi. spore& •sionwoxis
• RIPLACI1010 **NOON'S
•MEM * SHrrects ROOFING

Cony HUIr
(270)293-98M
Lawn
NEWSOME'S
Care 'You name it and
we can do it." Free estimates. Senior citizens
discount_ Call
705-1037

HOME
INSURANCE

Accepting New Patients
thiflPtriLittriNz

Ear, Nose & Throat
of Murray
Phillip klapper, MA.

House and Manufactured Home Insurance
Available Anywhere In City or County
( 111 FOR

QI

I

753-4703

Main St • 753-1586

- Healing Aids
- Ni, Recerntls Required

Call for Appointment (270) 759-4811
711/0 South 8th StrePt

S11,4.1041.:

Mtirt-av. KY 42071
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LookingBack
10 years ago
• Published is a picture of Amanda Barrow and Julie Gustafson
among 24 ballet dancers practicing for the second annual spring
concert of the West Kentucky.
Ballet Corporation.
Rev. Darvin Stom, will he
speaker for revival sen•ices at
church.
Baptist
Mt. Sinai
Buchanan. Tenn., April 14-17.
• Mr. and Mrs. ban Wyatt are
'inlay.. April 13. celebrating their
50th' wedding annisersai-y.
Births reported include a girl
to Stanley and Penny Colley. a
girl to Joseph and Tracy Yearry
and a boy to Terri and Jacob
Eitrgerald. April 5.
20 years ago
New construction started in
the city of Murray during the
first three months of 1956 has
in estimated salue of almost as
!ouch as the total cost for construction in the 1955 year. according to building permits issued
this year.
M.C. Garrott writes aboutliraham and Geneva Feltner in his
Mumn."GarrotfsGalley."
Births reported include a girl
to Deanna and James Rudolph.
April 9.
Murray High School Tigers
on 9-5 user Marshall County
Marshals in a baseball game.
30 .ears ago
Senator George McGovern.
United States senator from South
Dakota, spoke at a luncheon. sponsored by the History and Political Science Department of Mur'ay State Uniyersity on April 10.
Murray High School Tigers
v.on 3-1 oser Lyon County and
3-1 oser Henry County in baseball games. Pitchers for Murray.
were Bob Thurman and Tony
Thurmond.

Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Reynolds,
April 6.
Pat Hicks of Murray is pictured with a five stringer of bass
he caught in a neighbor's pond.
40 years ago
Speakers at the Bible Institute now in progress at New Mt.
Carmel Baptist Church are D.W.
Billington, WD. Lowry, James
Garland and Heyward Roberts.
Gerald Owen is pastor at New
Mt. Cannel Church. w
Murray Lions Club Broom Sale
will be today, according to Z.C.
Enix, broom sale chairman. and
James Rogers, club president.
Elected as officers of the
Faxon Mothers Club were Mrs.
Curtis Hays, Mrs. James Outland. Mrs. Keys Mi:Cuiston. Mars.
Wayne Clark and Mrs. Carlton
Elkins.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Dale
Key. April 5.
50 years ago
Q.D. Wilson. chairman of the
Calloway County ASC Committee, explains that the county corntnittee is required to immediately review all land listings in the
county and to take immediate
action in determining all farms
Of the county are properly listed as required by regulations and
definition of a farm based on
the operation.
Elected as officers of the Sigma
Department of the Murray.
Woman's Club were Mrs. A.G.
Wilson. Mrs. G.T. Lilly. Mrs.
Joe B. Sims and Mrs. Gus Robertson Jr.
"Gift of Religion" was the
theme of the program presented
by the Music Chorus of the Murray Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.

COMICS / FEATURES
Opposites attracted as teens
are losing their connection
DEAR ABBY: "Andrew"
and I have been dating for about
five years. We met just out
of high school, when we were
both young and still finding
ourselves. But I have noticed
that over the years, as we have
grown and established our idenwe
tities,
have
become
complete
opposites.
First, our
religious

beliefs:
Andrew and
I Were both
raised
Catholic. He
hasn't pracin
ticed

Dear Abby
By Abigail
Van Buren

years. When
we met. I was going through

a stage where I wasn't really
practicing my religion either.
But as I continued through
college, I realized I needed
religion back in my life and
began ,Oigg to. church. I am
now active in the church, and
my religious and spiritual
beliefs are important to me.
Andrew, on the other hand,
has no desire to go back and
even says he has become an
atheist.
Then there's our families:
Andrew's family is very freespirited. Not only are they
opinionated and outspoken,
they curse and talk about everything and anything. In contrast, my family is very
reserved, well-mannered and
gentle. We even pray before

Todaylnllistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. April 13.
the 1(1 rd day of 2006. [here arc
262 Lia‘. lett iii the year
lot:lay', Highlight in History:
I n April 13. 1970. Apollo 13.
tour-laths ot the way to the moon.
Si as crippled when a tank containing liquid osygen burst. (The
astronauts managed to return salely.
On this date:
In 1598, King Henry IV of
!lit! L'Ildt ,P•Cd the Edict of
E3

Et/X Et

,

Names, which granted rights to
the Protestant Huguenots. (The
edict was abrogated in 1685 by.
King Louis XIV. who declared
France entirely Catholic again.t
In 1742. Handers "Messiah"
was first performed publicly. in
Dublin. Ireland.
In 1743, the third president of
the United States, Thomas Jefferson, was born.
In 1870, the Metropolitan Museum of Art was founded in New
York.

In 1906. 100 years ago. playwright. novelist and poet Samuel
Beckett was horn in Dublin, Ireland.
In 1943. President Roosevelt
dedicated the Jefferson Memorial.
In 1958, Van Cliburn became
the first American to win the
Tchaikov•sky International Piano
Contest in Moscow.
In 1964, Sidney Pottier became
the first black performer in a leading role to win an Academy Award.
for "Lilies of the Field."
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meals. Needless to say, our families do not mesh well and
have had little contact.
1 like chocolate; Andrew
likes vanilla. I like merry-gorounds; he likes roller-coasters. I like winter; he likes
summer. I'm a worrier; he's
carefree. I'm early; he's late.
You name it -- we're opposites. It may have made for
an exciting relationship when
we were younger, but now that
we're talking marriage and children. I don't see how this will
work. Our core values are too
different. I really do care for
Andrew, and we have fun
together, but is there any hope
for the future? -- POLAR
CHADDS
OPPOSITES,
FORD, PA.
DEAR POLAR OPPOSITES: Not with the negative
mind-set you have displayed
in your letter. Not once did
you indicate that you are willing to fight for a future with
this man. Unless you can figure out what you still have
in common, I see little hope
for a future with Andrew. The
last thing either of you needs
is to march down the aisle to
the strains of "Let's Call the
Whole Thing Off."
.00

DEAR ABBY: I am at my
wit's end with my husband.
and I don't know what to do.
It seems like lately he is finding fault with my kids over
stupid stuff -- especially my
soon-to-be 13-year-old son.
Mind you, my husband is
not abusive -- but lately, every
time my son forgets to do something, he threatens that he is
going to kill him, yells that
he's no longer my son's father
until he straightens up, and
on one occasion, he slammed
my son into a wall.
I'm scared to death. I don't
want my kids hurt (I have a
9-year-old son and a 6-yearold daughter as well), and I
love my husband dearly, but
I can't take this much longer.
He has never acted this way
before. So what could be the
problem? -- TRYING TO
UNDERSTAND IN MICHIGAN
TO
TRYING
DEAR
UNDERSTAND: Your husband may be depressed, using
drugs. stressed out at work or
mentally ill. I don't blame you
for being seriously concerned,
because whatever the cause,
he is losing control. You say
he "isn't abusive," and yet the
incidents you have described
concerning your 13-year-old are
examples of verbal and physical abuse.
The best advice I can offer
you is to get your husband to
a doctor for a thorough examination -- and a referral to a
psychotherapist for evaluation.
Because his change in behavior is recent, he could he in
trouble.

Murray Ledger (5i Times

Common sense keeps
man healthy into 80s
DEAR DR. GOTT: I
thought you would appreciate
a different kind of letter for
a change.
I am an 86-year-old man who
does not have a primary physician. I see my urologist every
four years
and My ophthalmologist, periodontist and
Pool
dentist every
six months.
I take only
preone
scription
medicine to
Dr. Gott
control glaucoma.
By
In over
Dr Peter Gott
years
30
(except for a two-and-a-halfweek bout with bronchitis) I
have not had as much as a
headache.
I eat 12 vegetables and six
fruits every day. I also eat
about 5 ounces of various
meats. In addition, I have shredded wheat and bananas (no
milk — I'm lactose intolerant) and Raisin Bran with an
extra handful of raisins, strawberries and peaches every day.
Two or three times a month.
I have a slice of flourless
sesame bread. I enjoy my 3ounce vodka martini with a
handful of roasted peanuts in
the evening. I do not use butter or salt. I never eat sweets,
such as candy, ice cream, cake,
cookies, pies, tarts, puddings,
etc. I take vitamins C, E, D,
calcium with vitamin D, zinc,
alfalfa and lutein. In fact, I
have never had an Oreo cookie. My weakness is salty items
like potato chips, pretzels, corn
chips, etc. This is probably

due to the fact that I never

use salt and my body craves
it. I never buy these items, so
I am not tempted.
I've worked out all my life.
At one time I weighed 197
pounds and had a beautiful body
with 16-1/2-inch arms. Today
I weigh 158 pounds and am
5-feet-10-inches tall. I work
out on a Bowflex machine two
to three hours a week. One
of my cardinal rules is never
to touch food until I've washed
my hands. I think having clean
hands has saved me from many
a cold.
I usually start singing when
I get up in the morning, sing
off and on throughout the day
and most often go to bed
singing. I have a chocolate
Labrador dog and a commonvariety cat, and I dote on both
of them.
DEAR READER: Your letter is so upbeat that I have
to publish it in its entirety.
What a message! Despite your
age, you have enjoyed good
health — in large part, I suspect, because of your commitment to healthful dietary practices and the fact that you are
physically active — far more
than the average octogenarian.
The most important aspect
of your lifestyle is, in my
opinion, common sense and
sensible food practices. A
healthful diet and exercise often
improve health in adults. Good
luck and best wishes.
Doctor Gott. is a practicing physician and the author
of the new book "Live Longer,
Live Better" (Quill Driver
www.quilldriverBooks,
books.com; 1-800-605-7176

ContractBridge
tinued with a spade to the jack. Die
finesse succeeded, but declarer went
down one. Ile could not repeat the
spade finesse for lack of a further
entry to dummy, and he eventually
lost two clubs and a spade.
South would have made the contract had he played a low spade from
WEST•j 10 9 5 3 EAST
dummy at trick two and finessed.
•Q 96 3
•8 7
After drawing trumps, he could then
,V 9 8 5 4 2
V KQJ 107
have crossed to the king of spades to
•8
•10 7 3
repeat the finesse, and thus would
*K 6 4
4A Q 8
not have lost a spade trick.
SOUTH
The hand highlights the impor•A J 105
tance of planning the play. South's
V3
only problem from the start is to
•AKQ196
avoid a spade loser, and this should
•7 2
dominate his thinking from the
The bidding:
moment dummy appears. How best
South
North East
West
to accomplish this goal is something
Dble
2
Pass
l
that must be solved at once and can5•
4
4
3V
not be postponed until after trumps
Opening lead — king of hearts.
Entry problems are a critical fac- are drawn.
Percentagewise, it is clearly best
tor in the play of many hands. To be
in the right place at the right time to assume that East has the queen of
may be the key to the outcome, and a spades. To play West for the queen
declarer who ignores this is bound to and finesse through him will be succome a cropper more often than he cessful only if the spades an: divided
3-3. This is too much to hope for.
should.
Once the decision is made to play
Take this case where declarer
might easily go wrong — and in fact East for the queen, it is clear that a
did. He got to five diamonds as first-round finesse should be taken at
trick two to guard against the possishown, and West led a heart.
Declarer won, drew trumps, bility that East has four or more
played a spade to the king and con- spades.

West dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
TH
422
K46
:A5
•

Tomorrow: Test your play.
ezooa king I agoras Syndlcate Inc
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37 Every
39 Magazine exec

MIGHT HAVE PONE IT
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Paint

YOU RE A BLOCKHEAD
ANC AN AIRIIEAD I

YOU RE A
NOODLENECK!

YOU'RE A
PUZZLE WIT
AND A

OIMEWLEI!
—

viyie

4 Cable channel
8 Shady
11 Help
with a heist
13 Baseball
stadium
14 Rowboat need
15 Fragrant shrubs
17 Shrimps
19 Palette color
21 Yang
complement
22 Broken-down
horse
24 Autumn ma
26 Leafed through
29 Ice-skating
lumps
31 Common sense
33 Letter after pi
34 Sundial
numeral
35 Puppy noise

THE OLP WORDS
STILL WORK
THE BEST

April

42 Sports "zebra"
44 Chocolate bean
46 Gloating
48 Make lace like
granny
50 Um degrees
51 Pen point
53 Very
55 Surrounded
58 Hair dryer
61 Raw metal
62 Bright star
in Lyra
64 Sphagnum
moss

65 A bit
66 Votes in favor
67 Up for payment
DOWN
1
2
3
4

Bards prince
Tokyo sash
Mislead
German

industrial center
5 Teachers
warning
6 Kind o talk

Answer to Previous Puzzle

I

EOM
%19
MON
MUD
cc@
mom
BOUM ElOW

I

Showers(
Oring May
Flowers!
\_

:ItOT
MOM@
MEM @MOW
BOM
MOM
Home Delivery
@0[00000 EIMOU
$26.00
3 MO.
000fflia
$51.00
6 mo.
BMW @MOO
$98.00
1 yr.
MOM DUO COM@
MOO BM@ MOOD
Local Mall
IROMB MOO MOM

ur
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7 Not any
8 Bad experience

9 Scottish
for John
10 Fern honorific

12 Obechen ty

16 Trucker's
radio
18 Tire filler
20 Noisy dispute
22 Imprisons
23 Principle

25 By way of
27 Yet to come
28 Extinct birds

30 Polite word
32 RN's specialty
36 Guinea pig.
maybe
38 Portable
computer
41 Revved the
engine
43 Online info
45 Gnawed
47 Band booking
49 Big brass
instruments
52 Throng
54 Prairie St

55 Spoil
56 Keogh relative
57 Aberdeen's
nver
59 Water
in Montreal
60 Rural addr
63 Tenn neighbor

iCalloanty. Graves & Viauslulti

6 mo.
1 yr.

553.00
-S91.00

Rest of KY/TN
(Par,e.e &Osumi & Perla)

6

I yr. -----$116.00
Other Mail

Subscriptlom
...$71.50
3 mo.
1 yr.—$136.00
1 Check
,Visa

Money Order
M/C

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
I Name
11, St. Address
1
I City
1
'State
Zip
I Daytime Ph.
....-Mail this
coupon with I
payment to:
1
I
Murray Ledger & Ttiwa
P.O. Boa 111111
Murray, KT0)71
Or call 47017534M
I
a.
•
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TV Listings Friday,. April 14, 2006

More powerful than
a loaded diaper ...

6.36

A B C 0 6 .).
WKIIIS-ABC 2 2

5.00)line

WSIL-NK 3 3 3

News

V4114411C 4 4

News

WfVF-CSS 5 5

Nan I

lemocs in Stoma
(list Shaw -------H
say Omen
Toby (In Siersoi X
Pine Is Right News IL it &I i
he Early Show I Model Wane X
FT—
NewsI
News I
Maths.N)1
Today On Stereo) X
Divorce Ilan

The vonN. I

Regis end Kelly

Good laming America I

7 Good Morning

611111-4C 7 7
WNPT4115 8 1

`Supernanny'
always ready to
offer some
parental advice

Maras 11,11 I

View feff X
11111M
,
===.11
Th.rim(NiX
Teere Own
Good Massing America I

WINK 4 6 4 6 Newel

By DAVID BAUDER
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK(AP) — During
a dull day minding some children back in London a few years
ago, Jo Frost spied an advertisement from a television producer
searching for a nanny with at
least five years of experience.
She made the life-changing
call and became television's
"supernanny." Now Frost is
stopped by strangers in airports
seeking child-rearing advice.
"Supernanny," on ABC
Mondays at 9 p.m. EDT, is a
breezy example of the "kids
behaving badly" TV subgenre
that owes its success primarily
to Frost. She offers a firm yet
warm voice of authority, and the
knowing looks she shoots over
her glasses at the camera says
she knows what you're thinking
— these children really are acting like little horrors!
After "Supernanny" became
a success in England. it moved
to the United States. Frost
makes episodes with families
from both countries, and
'Supernanny" is also seen in 45
other countries.
Her signature may be the
"naughty spot," where children
are banished to contemplate bad
behavior. She's seen her share of
it, too, and it's a wonder it doesn't tarnish her view of childrearing. With television's need
for dramatic transformations —
and perhaps to give viewers the
sense that no matter how chaotic their home, it can't be THIS
bad — there's plenty of kicking,
screaming, throwing and hitting.
"Respect," she said. "Where
is the respect? Where are the
manners? Common courtesy
and etiquette — where is that? I
don't think standards are the
same. I think parents fear, to
some degree. being able to
implement discipline. They
worry about what the impact is
going to be, for the fear of losing
their child."
She also sees the other
extreme, with parents so intimidating the home has an atmosphere of fear.
Frost recoils a bit when asked
what she considers the greatest
failure of parents these days.
"That's a negative word, failure," she said. "I don't think any
parent strives to fail. I think parents try and if they don't succeed they recognize that and
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Nearly 25 percent of the U.S. Clinic in Murray, Advocacy and Kentucky is part of KET's Be
population displays symptoms Support in Elizabethtown and Well Kentucky initiative, an
House in effort aimed at inspiring a culof at least one mental illness the Chrysalis
each year, and nearly half will Lexington. The program also ture shift in health attitudes and
suffer some type of mental dis- takes a look at Jefferson practices through an array of
order during their lifetimes. The County's Crisis Intervention media and outreach series.
The Team (CIT), teaching police Viewers can find out more about
of
edition
next
CommonHealth of Kentucky officers various techniques to the series and KET's Be Well
at
initiative
profiles services that address handle,cases that involve mental Kentucky
• www.ket.org/BeWell Kentucky.
mental-health issues in an effort illness.
The Com mon He a 11 h of
to build awareness and change
the public perception of mental
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Jo Frost. the star of the ABC reality show "Supernanny,"
poses at a hotel in New York.
make changes and use better have a weekend with my wife
judgment. I think it's a learning (or husband) and have my kids
looked after," she said. "It's all
curve. parenting."
One of the best examples of right for us to go out and have
Frost's approach was seen earli- 'me' time at a restaurant once a
er recently with the Carsley fam- week for dinner. Then we can
ily, a divorced mom with a give continuously to the kids as
seven-year-old girl and two sets well."
Frost, 36. is single and childof male twins, ages four and
five. The household was a disas- less. Her father is enjoying her
ter area, with kids screaming out special fame: her mother died of
for attention and lashing out vio- breast cancer 12 years ago when
lently, the mom too over- she was only 43. Frost said she
and her brother felt "very spewhelmed to deal.
Frost made clear what behav- cial, very loved."
"I had parents who were very
ior was unacceptable. mapped
much
very
and
out a way for the mom to give Loving
special attention to her needy involved." she said. "My father,
daughter and got the kids work- if he promised he would be
ing together toward goals there, he was there. Wild horses
didn't stop him at a school play.
instead of competing.
Has she ever come across a Trust was set up and never brofamily so dysfunctional that ken in our family, which gave us
even the "Supernanny" can't do a very strong foundation."
Frost hasn't yet reached the
anything?
"I don't look at it like the point — if she ever does —
WWE, to be honest." she said. where she resents people stopping her in airports and on the
"11 get asked, is there some famistreet to ask parenting advice.
ly you haven't cured, as if it
She even had one encounter
were a terminal illness. Have
you ever met your match? Do with two young Australian men
watched
they
you ever give up? It's the sensa- who said
their
with
tionalism of the program, "Supernanny"
because it's under the reality TV fiancees and took notes. anticibanner. To me, I see a family. a pating when they would become
very unique family, that has a parents.
"I expect people to come up
situation that needs to be
when they see me," she said.
resolved."
To parents who feel over- "Why wouldn't they'? And it's
whelmed, Frost suggests they cool. People come up and shake
look after themselves and. not my hand. Some people come up
and give me a big hug and say,
feel the need to be martyrs.
"I think it's important for par- 'Oh. my God, I've used you on
ents to recognize that it's OK to my seven-year-old!"
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Spring concert 'Changes' Murray High Dance Team
garners community support
to be presented in May
The MSU Department of
Theater and Dance will present
its spring dance concert
"Changes." The concert will
feature six works created by new
faculty member and artistic
director of the MSU Dance
Company, Holly Clark, and
Rueben Edwards, a visiting
guest artist from New York.
The concert will be performed in the Robert Johnson
Theater May 5-7 with 7 p.m.
performances
Friday
and
Saturday and a 2:30 p.m. performance on Sunday.
This is Clark's first concert at
MSU and presents a variety of
pieces that span the vocabulary
of dance from modern, jazz,
musical theater, flamenco,
African and Latin.
A few of the dances included
in this program are:
• Arc of Moons — inspired
by a poem by Fredric° Garcia
Lorca, this piece is a blending of
modern dance technique with
flamenco styling.
• Someday - A modern dance
that .takes a whimsical look at
the saying "Always the bridesmaid, never the bride."
• The Artisans - Inspired by
hours spent on the model stand
in art classes, this piece came
from observing art students at
work and the often unintentionally humorous physical mannerisms that are found in the
painter's world.
• Latin soul- This high-energy dance, which is a collaboration between Clark and
Edwards. mixes Latin jazz and
Afro-Cuban movements for a

The Murray High School dance team recently competed at the 2006 NDA Big Apple U.S.
Championship Competition held in New York
City. The team received a great deal of support
from the community through sponsorships.
There were three different sponsorship levels
including the following: Platinum $209 or more,
Gold $100, silver $50, and bronze $25. The
dance team had 112 businesses and service
groups take part in the sponsorship. Without the
support from the community the MHS dance
team ould not have had the opportunity to
travel to New York City and compete in the
National Competition to receive fifth place
overall.

Murray Art Guild announces
activities for April, May months

Holly Clark
saucy trip south of the border.
Tickets prices are $10 general, $10 seniors, children and
non-MSU students. MSU stu-

dents are admitted free with 1.D.
For additional information
please call 809-4221.

'How I Learned to Drive' opens
tonight in MSU's Wilson Hall
Paula Vogel's Pulitzer Prizewinning play. "How I Learned
to Drive." paints the portrait of a
complex relationship between a
niece and her uncle. Using a
palette of wild humor and disarming htmesty. Vogel explores
a taboo subject in a startling new
light.
Vogel's play will open in
Wilson Hall. the Actor's Studio
Theatre on the campus of
Murray State University tonight
and will run Firday and

Saturday. as well as April 20-22. vincing comment on a taboo
In "How I Learned to Drive," subject and its impact sneaks up
the production explores the on the audience.
relationship between a young
"Backstage" magazine called
girl and an older man. This "How I Learned to Driv"e a
poetic and picturesque land- "most compelling ride" and the
scape of a play uses delicate tac- New York Times stated "Ms.
tics that make it a genuine and Vogel has written a lovely, hargenuinely disturbing play. rowing guide to the crippling
Through subtle humor and teas- persistence Of one woman's
ing encounters, the playwright memories."
addresses the dangerous interFor dates, times and informasections of teenage temptation.
tion on the production, pleasc
The play is a potent and con- call 809-4421.
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May 17 & 18,9 a.m. - 12 noon,
instructed by MSU Drawing
Professor,
Dale
Leys.
Participation limited. Call 270753-4059 for registration/information.
• Weekly Life Drawing
Classes - Every Wednesday at
the Public Library Annex,9 a.m.
- 12 noon. Please call the Guild
at 753-4059 by Tuesday morning to reserve space. Small fee
required.
For more information or registration call 270-753-4059 or
e-mail
murrayartguild@murAlso, visit the
ray-ky.net

website at www.inurrayartguild.org
The Murray Art Guild is a
non-profit cultural and educational organization whose membership is open to anyone with
an appreciation of the visual
arts.
The Kentucky Arts Council,
a state agency in the Commerce
Cabinet, provides operational
support funding for the. Murray
Art Guild with state tax dollars
and federal funding from the
National Endowment of the
Arts, which believes that a great
nation deserves great an.
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The Murray Art Guild has
announced numerous upcoming
activities, including:
• Community Roundtable
Discussion - today, 6-8 p.m. "Art in the Community", Public
Library Meeting Room. A lively
group discussion with the intent
of raising the awareness of art in
our community.
- • "Young Masters" Annual
Youth Exhibition - April 23
through May 12...opening
reception Sunday, April 23, 2-4
p.m.
• Murray Art Guild Art
Auction - April 27, 6-9 p.m.
Held in conjunction with the
Murray Woman's Club "Taste of
Chocolate" to be held at the
Murray Woman's Club House on
Vine St. Members entries
accepted at the Guild April 18 21.
• Adult Beginning Weaving
Workshop - May I - 4.
Instructors Mary Cates and
Eileen Wirsig. Call 270-7534059 for information/registration.
• Life Drawing Workshop -

lit

& HOMECARE

State Auto's already low premiums can be reduced even
more by insuring both your
car and home with State Auto.

"The dance team works hard all year long
performing at basketball and football games.
Being able to compete at the national competition was such a reward, and without the community's support we would not have had the opportunity. We truly appreciate all the support we
have received from this community," said Kara
Byrn, MHS Dance Team Coach.
The Murray High School dance team
thanked their sponsors for their support in helping make a lifetime of memories for the dance
team.
For more information on the Murray High
School Dance Team, contact Byrn at 753-5202
ext. 134.
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